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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dr. Haydon Bailey

The run up to the summer break is always a busy time and pleased to announce that the Association is one of the first
numerous GA related meetings take place which need organisations to be invited to accept “Associate Society
attention and reporting back to the general membership of Status” with the Geological Society. In no way does this affect
the Association.
the integrity of the Association, it simply means that in those
Firstly, I’m happy to report that the first GEOLAB event took areas where we feel that a co-ordinated voice for earth
place at a local field centre in West Sussex back in March with sciences would have greater impact then we have a
about two dozen adults and half a dozen children taking part. framework for bringing this about. Other organisations which
There was a morning session learning about basic elements hold the same status include the Geological Society of
of geology and after lunch the whole party walked down to America and the AAPG, reflecting the international
importance of working together
the beach and explored the
to represent the geological
wave
cut
platform
of
sciences.
Cuckmere Haven attempting
to recognise all those features
You’re currently reading all
they’d learned about during
this in your copy of the GA
the morning.
Magazine. Over the last year or
so this journal, under its new
My sincere thanks go to all
editorship, has gone from
the local helpers down in
strength to strength. In here
Sussex, to the tutors and to
you’ll find field trip reports,
Nikki Edwards for bringing
fascinating geo-related articles,
them together. This first “trial
information
about
future
run” has helped iron out how
meetings (both local and
the format runs and we’ve
national) as well as all the usual
now been able to issue
information
about
your
guidelines to all the local
Association. The success of the
groups
and
affiliated
magazine is partly reflected in
societies. The intention is to
The first Geolab event attendees at Hope Gap
the amount of informative copy
have two or possibly three of
coming into the editor and
these events per year, held in
varying parts of the country and time to coincide with there have been times in the past when the amount of script
national science or earth science weeks. Next year is already meant that there could be delays in getting articles published.
looking promising with events in the Welsh Borders and up in In order to alleviate this problem, council has agreed to fund
the north east. I’m really looking forward to getting to both additional pages for each quarterly issue. So keep the good
articles coming. There is a receptive readership out there
of these.
June also saw one of regular joint meetings between the eager to share up to date, good quality, geological
President of the GA and the President of the Geological information.
There is still support for a long term move from hard copy
Society to discuss matters of mutual interest. This time we
had decided to focus on Geoconservation, a subject area to electronic copy for the magazine, and council would
where the GA has always provided a strong lead. With the encourage you to take the environmentally friendly option.
Codes of Practice for field work, the proceedings from the Having said this, we also recognise that many members,
successful Worcester Geoconservation conference and the myself included, enjoy the opportunity to sit on the train
Geodiversity Charter for England supported by the reading the GA Magazine in its traditional format and
Association all on the table we clearly demonstrate our advertising the GA to other passengers at the same time. I’ve
commitment to the environment and geoconservation with certainly had people looking over my shoulder on journeys
particular emphasis on Earth heritage. This is also reflected just to look at the stunning photographs. It’s a great way to
in forthcoming conferences being sponsored by the talk to your travelling neighbour and try to drum up
Association, including the “Murchison and the Marches” additional GA membership at the same time.
meeting in Ludlow in early October, followed the week after
Finally, I’m going to take the opportunity now to get you to
by the GA conference “Building our Future” which will be a start planning your visit to the Festival of Geology on
forward look at building stones and their uses.
November 7th. This year’s festival promises to be really
We also discussed progress in education and this is an area exciting with talks from Iain Stewart (Earthquakes), Paul
where the Geological Society can possibly have a louder voice Upchurch (Death of the Dinosaurs), Mike Searle (Mountain
than ours when hitting the right targets in government. building and the Himalayas) and Steve Jones (the genetics of
Having said this, the Association should never stand back in Human evolution). This is a stunning line up to go with the
promoting the opinions of its members given the wealth of annual displays, Rockwatch activities, field trips and
photographic competition. I look forward to seeing lots of you
knowledge held by the membership.
The In order to strengthen the lines of communication there.
between the GA and the Geological Society we’re really
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REPORT FROM COUNCIL

Diana Clements, General Secretary

At the Special General Meeting preceding the talk in July is The Geology of the Marches; Murchison to the Modern Era
the GA membership approved the Regulations for a new which will take place in Ludlow (2nd - 4th October). As well
Award. It is intended to provide encouragement to a geologist as talks there will be an opportunity to visit the threatened
at an early stage in their career and is called the Halstead geological collection in the Shropshire Museums’ Resource
Award. It is in addition to the Halstead Medal and Centre. Field trips are arranged for the Sunday. Our own
nominations will be sought in December but details are on the conference Building our Future will take place at the BGS
website so do start thinking about suitable candidates. We headquarters at Keyworth near Nottingham the following
also changed the deadline for applications for the various weekend (9th -10th October). Presenters from the English
Research Awards to 15th November annually. See Stone Forum, the British Geological Survey, academia and
advertisement on p.9.
industry will come together
at this conference to discuss
There are a number of
all aspects of building stones
events coming up in the
and the future for the
autumn so do look for the
building stone industry in
detailed advertisement in
the UK. There is a booking
this issue of the GA
form included with this
Magazine. They can also be
edition of the Magazine. A
found on the GA website
further date for your diaries:
along with any updates.
plans are underway to hold
A
new
GA
Guide:
next year’s GA Annual
Devonshire marbles: Their
Conference on the Jurassic
geology, history and uses by
Coast on 21th - 22nd
Gordon Walkden will be
October 2016.
launched
on
several
Details of the GA Festival
occasions. The first will be in
of
Geology have now been
Torquay with a talk in the
finalised.
GA Local Groups
Torquay Museum followed
and
Affiliated
Societies
by field trips to the quarries
should
have
received
and a building stones walk
booking
forms
to
complete
if
(25th - 27th September).
The Devonshire Marble table top in the Natural History
they
wish
to
have
a
stand.
Gordon will also give a talk
Museum featured in the new GA Guide to be published in
The event is always well
at the GA conference with a
the autumn photo Gordon Walkden
attended and this year we
guided tour around the
again
have
4
excellent
speakers
so do come along on
Devonshire marbles of Birmingham (9th - 10th October).
Saturday
7th
November.
As
usual
the
Groups’ Meeting will be
Finally Gordon will be at the GA Festival to sign books. He will
on
the
Friday
afternoon
and
Festival
trips
on the Sunday. The
give a talk in the magnificent Lloyds Register building on the
deadline
for
the
GA
photographic
competition
has been
Friday and lead a trip to the Devonshire Marbles of South
brought
forward
to
25th
September
so
that
entries
can be
Kensington on Sunday with a further talk and marbles tour in
included
in
the
2016
GA
calendar
which
will
be
on
sale
at the
the Natural History Museum on Monday (6th - 9th
Festival.
All
entries
will
be
on
display
and
the
winners
of
the
November).
competition
will
be
announced
at
the
Festival
as
usual.
This year the GA is involved with two conferences. The first
We hope to see a number of you at these events.

We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association:
Elected June 2015 - August 2015
Mr Simon Cains

Miss Katy Chamberlain

Miss Justyna Edgar

Miss Elizabeth Evans

Mr David Hargreaves

Mr Martin Keegan

Mr Alex Large

Mr Maurice Whiteley

Mrs Elizabeth Williams

Miss Caitlin Gilmore

Miss Victoria Herridge

Mrs Kerry Hood

Mr Peter Lang

Ms Jazmin Scarlett

Mr Jack Thompson

Mr Scott Griffiths

Mr Neil Mountford

Mr Gianpiero Repole

Prof Gordon Walkden

ELECTRONIC VERSION OF THE GA MAGAZINE
As well as paper copies, an electronic version of the March GA Magazine has been sent to all those members for whom we have
an email address. If you did not receive it and would like to, please contact the office with your email address:
admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk. For future editions only the electronic version will be sent to students and young people
under 25 who pay a reduced subscription. We would be delighted if other members volunteer to receive the magazine in electronic
format only. Please tell the office if that would suit you. Everyone else will continue to receive paper copies as well as the electronic
version. The latest issue will also be on the Members Only page of the website: www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/membersonly.
If you do not know the new user name and password, please enquire from the office.
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The Chalk of the Eastern Counties
Geology, Landscape and Man
28th November 2015
Hills Road 6th Form College, Cambridge CB2 8PE
Only £25 including refreshments
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GA Festival of Geology 2015
FESTIVAL WALKS 7- 9 November
Saturday 7 November
As part of the GA Festival we will be offering a free Building Stones Walk as well as
free lectures. The walk will be led by Ruth Siddall of University College and will be
a tour of the Campus and local streets.
Meet 11.00 am at the GA stand. No advance booking required

Sunday 8 November
Non-GA Members and Beginners welcome but booking is essential
There is a charge of £5 per person per trip
We hope there will be sufficient time between the morning and afternoon trips to allow you to do both
For further details and to register for any of the above trips please contact fieldtrips@geologistsassociation.org.uk
or telephone 020 7434 9298
1. Building Stones walk around the Aldgate to Bishopsgate area of London
led by Diana Smith
A circular walk bounded by Houndsditch, Bishopsgate and Leadenhall Street, taking in
‘The Gherkin’, (30 St Mary Axe), the Willis Building, the Lloyds Building and the
‘Cheesegrater’ (Leadenhall Tower).
Meet 11.00 at Aldgate Station. The walk will last around 2 hours.
2. Devonshire Marbles in South Kensington led by Gordon Walkden
Gordon will lead us around the Devonshire Marbles of South Kensington to
celebrate the publcation of the latest edition to our GA Guides: Devonshire
marbles: Their geology, history and uses (publication in the autumn). We
will first visit St.Augustine’s Church, Queensgate, followed by the Earth
Galleries entrance and Mezzanine of the Natural History Museum, primarily
to see the ornamental arch in the foyer and beautiful inlaid Devonian
Marble table top. Both locations feature Devonian marb les. The trip will be
preceded by an introductory talk the Millennium Gloucester Hotel.
Meet 2.30 pm Millennium Gloucester Hotel, 4-18 Harrington Gardens,
SW7 4LH for brief introduction to the Devonshire Marbles, followed by walk
to St. Augustine’s Church, then NHM
3. Crystal Palace ‘Geological
Illustrations’
Although we have had several visits to
Crystal Palace in recent years, Ellinor
Michel and Joe Cain, of the Friends of
the Crystal Palace Dinosaurs have
offered to repeat the wow experience
of the ‘Geological Illustrations’ and their magnificent beasts that they are
aiming to conserve. If you haven’t seen them, now is your moment; if you
have, come and find out about the plans that the Friends have in store
Meet Information Centre, Crystal Palace Park 2 pm
4. Sarsen Stones in the Medway Valley led by Geoff Downer
The aim of this trip is to see a selection of Sarsen Stones associated with
the Medway Valley. Some of the stones have been used in the built
environment with use dating back to the Neolithic. We shall see a wide
range of stones showing a range of morphological characteristics. The trip
will visit 5 separate locations in the Rochester area. Travel will by car and
car sharing is advised. There should be ample car parking at the first
location, Cobham, near the A2. A station pick-up can be arranged if
necessary.
Meet 10,30 in Cobham. Finish approx. 4 pm
Full details will be sent on registration.

Other events connected with the launch of the GA Guide see over
6
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Two more London events connected with the launch of the GA Guide
on the Devon Marbles by Professor Gordon Walkden
Friday 6 November, 3pm
Free event in conjunction with the Lloyds Register Foundation who have kindly sponsored the GA Guide
We are delighted that Lloyd’s Register have opened their doors and invited Professor Gordon Walkden
to talk about the stones. This is a rare opportunity to see inside the finest Devonshire Marble entrance hall and
stairway in London and to attend an afternoon talk on Devonshire marbles in the historic marbled and decorated
Lloyd’s Register Grand Committee Room.
Places (free of charge) are limited and it is essential to book tickets in advance (see below)
Talk by Gordon Walkden (3pm) The amazing Devonshire Marbles: the story and rediscovery of the greatest of
British Ornamental Stones
The building The Lloyd’s Register 1901 building on Fenchurch Street was designed by Thomas Collcutt as a
Venetian Palazzo, decorated with stone, marble, sculpture and painted imagery. There will be an opportunity to see
the interior both before and after the lecture and the Guide will be on sale.
Members of the Geologists’ Association are invited to book by email with barbara.jones@lr.org placing
‘Marbles Talk’ in the subject box. Places are limited so please book early. Full details and a location map will
be sent in the reply.
Entry will be via the Old Entrance to 71 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 4BS, doors open at 2.30pm
NB this event unavoidably clashes with the GA Groups’ Meeting at Burlington House

Monday 9 November, 2pm
Free event in conjunction with the Natural History Museum
Intended as an add-on to the Sunday walk or for those who are unable to attend the Sunday event
Talk by Gordon Walkden Seabed to stone: focus on the ornamental marbles in the Natural History Museum
Walk around the decorative stones in the Earth Galleries entrance and mezzanine
This walk will repeat part of the ‘Devonshire Marbles in South Kensington’ tour of the previous day, looking at the
Devonshire and other British marbles in the archway, floors and wall panels and at the greatest of the Devonshire
specimen marble tables.

Time and place: 2pm, Flett Theatre, Natural History Museum,
Exhibition Road entrance, SW7 5BD.
Open to all and booking not required.

Gordon Walkden is Emeritus Professor at Aberdeen University and has made a study of Carboniferous and Devonian
rocks and their use as decorative stones. He has also worked on fossil vertebrates, oil reservoirs and meteorite
impacts.
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Evening Lecture: Unusual minerals in the Mendip Hills

June, 2015

By: Mike Rumsey, Senior Curator Minerals Collection Natural History Museum
The speaker is responsible for the
management of 180-190,000 registered
specimens but also carries out research,
with particular interests in rare minerals,
mineral associations and UK geodiversity.
Since 2003, he has been trying to sort out
some of the awkward specimens invariably
left behind as a museum grows - this
included a cabinet of ‘study grade’
specimens from the Mendips collected and
purchased between 1969 and the late
1980s. This sorting-out project developed
into a great research topic, combining all
his three main interests.
Why are the Mendips important?
The Mendips area is mineralogically
diverse, with 100 minerals, compared to
the UK total of 1,000 and the world total of
5,000. It is the origin of 10 completely new mineral
discoveries and there are still new discoveries to be made.
Four of these minerals are unique materials not found
anywhere else and could possibly be technologically
important discoveries and pose new scientific questions. The
NHM has a long history of mineralogical investigation in this
area, starting with Leonard Spencer in the 1920s, Bob Symes
in the late 20th century and now the speaker.
The Mendip Hills consist of Carboniferous Limestone, so
there is a lot of mineralogically common calcite, but hidden
within this are more unusual deposits of lead, manganese,
zinc etc, which have become altered to produce the ‘unusual’
minerals. It is interesting to note that we don’t entirely
understand quite how these minerals formed. There is a lot
of geological and cultural history linked to these deposits,
from Roman lead mining (the name Mendips is thought to
have been derived from “Myne Deeps”) to later, intermittent
mining of manganese (1780-1812), iron and iron ochre
(1235-1880), zinc in the 1700s and copper, strontium, and
barium at various times.
John Woodward (a figure you could argue was the first
systematic mineralogist), published in 1728/9 an attempt
towards the natural history of the fossils in England: a
catalogue of the English fossils in the collection of J.
Woodward MD (note that the term fossils included minerals at
that time). He identified 12 substances from the Mendips
area that we would call minerals today, including
pyromorphite, described as a lead ore of a popinjay green,
which is a lead phosphate and may have given the village of
Greenore its name.
Woodward also described a white, striated lead ore from
the Mendips. Four specimens are preserved to this day in the
Woodward collection in Cambridge but it is unfortunate that
their exact geological locations are unknown. The white,
striated, lead ore mineral was not seen in the literature again
until the 1770s, during the late 18th century period of greater
interest in collecting, when specimens could be found in the
collections and catalogues of Thomas Pennant (1726-98) and

8

Philip
Rashleigh
(1729-1811);
for
example. Rashleigh’s descriptions are
important as, for the first time, there was
a picture of the solid white lead ore (1798)
but it still had no recognisable mineral
name or specimen locality. Eventually,
perhaps as much as 140 years after
Woodward probably first obtained a
specimen, the white lead ore finally got its
very apt name - ‘mendipite’. It is
interesting to note that the name was
attributed by a German not a British
scientist and a second location for this
material (from Germany) was only found
150 years after Woodward’s first
discovery! The discovery and eventual
naming of mendipite is the start of the
really unusual and significant minerals
being found from the Mendip Hills region.
Geodiversity in the Mendips
Five important discoveries of other unusual minerals
alongside mendipite were made by Leonard Spencer between
1890 and 1923 in and about the environment of Priddy, at
Higher Pitts Farm and Priddy Hill Farm, meaning that, for an
important British mineral, it actually took us 200 years to
identify a specific geological locality where it could be found.
All these discoveries were associated with a specific type of
deposit within the limestones, a powdery, manganese-rich
‘pod’ often enriched with lead at its core. Embedded within
the mendipites in these pods, Spencer discovered tiny
coloured grains of other minerals that he described as green
blades and blue grains. Due to there being so little material,
it took him 25 years to identify these and name them
and
diaboleite
chloroxiphite
[Pb 3CuO2Cl2(OH)2]
[Pb2CuCl2(OH)4]. Spencer’s work at this time was also
responsible for the discovery of crednerite in the Mendips, a
rare copper manganese oxide which had been suggested in
1847 as a mineral from Germany but largely ignored and the
first chemical determination of the now very common place
and industrially important mineral hydrocerussite (also
known as white lead).
The 1920s to 1940s was a period when amateur science
was very popular and topographic mineralogy a hobby for the
gentry. The work of Arthur Kingsbury and Spencer Perceval
were important at this time and they made relevant
discoveries and slowly added to the known geodiversity of the
area.
From the 1960s, there was a growth in regional quarrying
and an explosion of hobbyist mineral collectors, as a result of
which many new manganese pods were found, most of them
in the aggregate quarry at Merehead.
The Mendips benefitted particularly from the work of
collector and mineral dealer Reginald (Reg) Parkinson. This
produced 3 new minerals, 4 minerals new to the UK and more
than 5 other rarities all from the manganese pods. The new
minerals were ‘Red X’, eventually named parkinsonite,
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discovered in 1965 and named and published in 1991, ‘Yellow
Y’, which became mereheadite, discovered also in 1965 and
named/published in 1998, though not really fully understood
until 2008; and a ‘pink unknown’ that eventually became
symesite in honour of the work that Bob Symes had done on
the unusual minerals from the area. Minerals new to the UK
were nasonite, laurionite, melenotektite and kentrolite
Focused research over the last 10 years by the NHM in
collaboration with North American and Russian scientists has
led to the discovery of further new materials; one mineral
being rediscovered, 2 minerals reclassified, 4 minerals new to
the UK and more than 3 other rarities. The unique minerals
are rickturnerite, published in 2011, that took 6 years to
research; rumseyite, published in 2012, which is so rare that
only two specimens are known, each only about 1mm across;
and yeomanite, which will be published in 2015.
As a result of all this recent and historical work, all focused
on a couple of small but extremely interesting areas within
the Carboniferous Limestone in the UK, the Mendips have
given us 9 type specimens, of which 4 are still unique and
over 100 different minerals, an astonishing geodiversity.
The speaker argues that the specific environments in which
we find these unusual minerals in the Mendips are the most
important places on the planet for the discovery and
understanding of a family of minerals called the lead
oxychlorides, which are particularly important as they are
useful to materials scientists and some emerging
technologies.
What does all this mean and how is it useful?
The Mendip minerals are important in terms of better
understanding geological formation models, gaining
inspiration for new materials, their potential application to
new emergent technologies, understanding how we might
chemically synthesize important related materials and by
refining our current ideas within mineralogy.
For instance, there are currently two ideas proposed to
explain the formation of the unusual Mendip mineral
assemblages in the manganese pods. One focuses on
colloidal iron and manganese being deposited by
hydrothermal fluids flowing through the Carboniferous with

later alteration, while the other suggests that the manganese
was deposited by sea floor processes similar to those that
form manganese nodules and altered later at much higher
temperatures. Understanding these minerals better will give
us an insight into which is right, and may change some of the
ideas we have about the geological history of this part of the
UK.
For Materials science, there is potential for totally new
“designer-materials” with specific properties that we desire, if
we understand these minerals better. Most of these unusual
materials from the Mendips are all in the same ‘family’, they
form in layers, a bit like a sieve, but it might be possible that
we can change the shape and size of the holes in the sieve,
which will allow us to ‘fit’ other chemical constituents within
the layered structure. These changes will subtly alter the
properties of the material, so being able to understand how
nature does this, will help us understand how to do it
ourselves. It is interesting to note that rickturnerite and
mereheadite have never been synthesised in a laboratory so
some of these mineral specimens are the only known physical
examples of these chemical compounds on the planet at this
time.
Finally, in terms of the science, there is potential to even
change the way we think of or define a mineral, due to the
way in which different elements can be substituted into
and/or out of the layers – although that was a topic for
another talk!
Looking ahead
The speaker concluded with some remarks about future
research. Another new lead silicate has been found occurring
as tiny radial crystals about 0.1mm in size, which needs to be
identified and named. More work is needed on the different
mineral associations within the pods, to understand symesite
and mereheadite better and the way in which the deposit
actually formed. Crednerite needs to be reinvestigated as,
when viewed under the electron microscope, it looks like it is
actually made up of two different minerals. And finally a tiny
lead iodine oxychloride less than 0.1mm in size may be a new
mineral and would also be the first iodine-containing mineral
found in the UK.

Dr David Brook OBE
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Evening Lecture: Mr Smith’s remarkable Maps

July, 2015

By: Tom Sharpe
William Smith’s geological map
of 1815 really is a remarkable
piece of work for one man,
covering the whole of England and
Wales and a bit of Scotland. It is
displayed side by side with the
Greenough’s 1820 geological map
in
the
Geological
Society.
Measuring 8 feet 9 inches by 6
feet 2 inches, it was brought to
the attention of the wider world by
Simon Winchester’s The map that
changed the world.
William Smith
Born in Churchill, Oxfordshire on
23 March 1769, Smith died in
Northampton on 28 August 1839. He was brought up among
the Middle Jurassic limestones of the Cotswolds, which clearly
triggered his interest in geology. At 18, he was appointed
assistant to Edward Webb, a land surveyor working on
estates in Oxfordshire, from 1787-91. He was sent to
Somerset and lived at High Littleton 1791-95 and he later
called the area “the birthplace of English geology”. This was
a coal mining area and he worked in mines that had
previously been worked on by John Strachey (1719). He was
taken on as canal engineer for the Somerset Coal Canal
looking at 2 adjacent valleys and he was struck by the
regularity of the sequence between them, an issue he
followed up in north-east England on a tour.
On 5 January 1796, Smith first noted the use of fossils to
identify each stratum and discussed his ideas with the
Reverend Benjamin Richards (1758-1832) and the Reverend
Joseph Townsend (1739-1816). He dictated the order of
strata on 11 June 1799 and in the same year produced a
geological map of Bath, a circular map in a guide book to
Bath, and extended the outcrop pattern up to North
Yorkshire. He published a prospectus for Delineation of strata
of England and Wales in 1801 but his publisher went out of
business. He lived at Trim Bridge, Bath 1802-05, where he
displayed his fossil collection in stratigraphic order and it was
open for inspection by the public.
He was very involved in land drainage, especially in Norfolk
and in 1806 published his first book on water meadows.
Interestingly, the image Woburn sheep shearing features the
back of Smith’s head (identified in a key to the image). Early
on, he met John Farey, land steward for the Duke of Bedford,
who produced his General view of the agriculture and
minerals of Derbyshire in 1811, which included cross-sections
and a good understanding of structure based on Smith’s
principles. Farey was working for Sir Joseph Banks, President
of the Royal Society, who paid a £50 subscription to Smith.
Smith moved to London and lived at 15 Buckingham Street
1804-19. In nearby Covent Garden, the Geological society
was established in 1807 with George Bellas Greenough as its
President (1807-13). The two represented the dichotomy
between geology in theory and in practice. In 1815, Smith
published A Delineation of the strata of England and Wales
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and part of Scotland featuring
the collieries and mines, the
marshes and fenlands and
varieties of soil, which he
dedicated to Sir Joseph Banks.
Smith’s map and memoir have
been reproduced by the BGS for
this bicentenary year.
His remarkable map
The map was in 15 large
sheets 56 by 54cm and was
hand-coloured, though not by
Smith
but
by
colourists
employed by the publisher John
Cary. Smith used a Cary base
map, which was simplified but
retained the locations of the private estates, the owners of
which were potential buyers of the map. The map was made
available in 15 sheets, half-bound in Morocco, a travelling set
in 3 sheets on cloth or mounted on rollers at a basic price of
5 guineas but going up to 12 guineas. It included a crosssection, and the maps were usually signed and numbered by
Smith, as well as being numbered on the title sheet.
Colouring the maps was a challenge. In order to show 3
dimensions, Smith developed the use of a denser tone at the
base of a stratum, fading upwards eventually to white and
used this shading from 1801 onwards. The coal bearing strata
had a darker tone at the base and to show the productive
zone in the early maps. The colours were chosen to represent
the colours of the strata, except for the Chalk (green) and
broadly remain in use today. It took 2 days or more to colour
the maps and most of them were done by a Mr Morse. Some
of the maps are not signed (e.g. Nos. 17 to 25), possibly an
indication that the colouring was considered by Smith to be
sub-standard.
The maps were distributed from September 1815, and then
from November through to at least February 1816. The later
maps show changes, eg in the Cotswolds (the Coral Rag) and
the Isle of Wight, as a result of newly acquired knowledge. In
1938, Joan and Victor Eyles produced a review of the early
geological maps, which listed 27 copies of the map divided
into several sets – unnumbered and unsigned, numbered, anumbered, b-numbered, later unsigned and unnumbered and
the late maps Y (at the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff)
and Z (the Geological Society copy). On these late maps, the
Cheviot Granite appears for the first time and there is a 3rd
version of the Isle of Wight geology (there are actually 5
versions of the Isle of Wight in total). The paper for almost
all the maps carries a “J Whatman 1812” watermark
indicating that it was produced at Springfield Mills in
Maidstone by William Balston, who acquired the “J Whatman”
watermark in 1806 when he left the Turkey Mills established
by James Whatman (1741-88). The late maps are on
different paper: map Y has a Thomas Edmonds 1834
watermark and map Z a Thomas Edmonds 1836 watermark.
There are at least 6 copies from the 1830’s and some from
the 1820’s. It seems that Smith was looking to produce a new
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edition of the memoir and maps in the 1830s, perhaps
encouraged by the fact that he had finally obtained
recognition from the Geological Society and was also awarded
an honorary degree by Trinity College Dublin.
It is not known exactly how many maps were produced.
Smith had 410 subscribers listed for 414 copies but several
people rejected them after signing up and did not pay. Smith
personally numbered maps 1-100, a1-a100 and b1-b46 but
we know there is a b75, at least 22 unnumbered maps and
12 late unnumbered maps. Probably in the region of 309-350
copies were produced.
In 1820, the rival Greenough map was produced by the
Geological Society, but that did not sell well either, with only
100 or so copies going to Geological Society members
together with 95 sold by Longmans and some 32 given away
by the Geological Society between May 1820 and August
1825. Greenough has been accused of plagiarising the Smith
map, and he certainly did use it, but it is of course normal
practice to build on the work of others.
Nor is it known how many of Smith’s maps survive. The
Eyles saw 27 copies in the 1930s and the speaker has seen
21 or 22 of these. He has examined 67 copies in total and
believes there are at least 105 and probably 150 surviving

copies. No 52 survives in parts having been recovered from
a bonfire with cut-outs being used in a home-made Christmas
card made by Frederick J North of the National Museum of
Wales in 1944. The bicentenary year has already brought to
light a previously unknown copy at the University of
Christchurch, New Zealand. A London dealer currently has a
copy available for sale with the memoir at £150,000.
Conclusion
It is important that the map is not looked at in isolation for
Smith produced a number of other items including:
•
geological table of British organised fossils;
•
Strata Identified by Organized Fossils;
•
geological cross-sections 1817-19;
•
A Stratigraphical System of Organized Fossils
•
county maps 1819-24; and
•
small map of 1820, of which there were 4 editions.
William Smith’s map is now available as an interactive map
at www.strata-smith.com, a website funded by the UK
Onshore Geophysical Library.

David Brook OBE

Historical Perspective: An intrepid geological wife - Part 2 (6 years later)

By: Gilia Slocock

Carrie Hughes, the 35 year-old wife of Thomas McKenny
Hughes, the much older Professor of Geology in Cambridge,
accompanied him on a second demanding trip (see GA
Magazine Vol.14 pt.2 for details of the first) to an
International Congress of Geology, in 1897. This was held in
St Petersburg, but the field trips ranged far and wide in
Russia, and Carrie faithfully kept her diary throughout. There
were many considerable
hardships, and again her
energy and capacity to
converse
charmingly
in
French and in German won
all
hearts.
She
even
managed a little phrasebook Russian.

Professor of the silver tongue”. Peach and Horne were there
too. She was able to fit in some city sightseeing, but all the
way through the trip she was frustrated by time-consuming
and elaborate hospitality, and very bad time-keeping, urgent
departures and long tedious waiting. “Always late here; time
seems to be of no value in Russia”.

that there were general questions on earth structure. It was
opened by a Grand Duke who was married to a Princess; and
subsequently another such led her into the dinner in a palace.

She comments on absolutely everything about the
subsequent travelling, the competitions for droshkys, ‘like
bath chairs on a massive scale’, who sat where and talked to
whom, how she could never sketch in peace as she was
always in demand. It must have been exhausting. They set

However the group, which numbered about 110 people, of
12 nationalities, was taken
to Peterhof, with all the
fountains playing and the
servants in the royal livery;
and then to the Czar’s
polishing workshop, ‘a nasty
hot factory’, where ‘the
tombstones of the late Czar
The checklist of their
and his wife were being cut
luggage was for ten pieces
in green jasper, so hard,
including a trunk and
many years’ work! Upstairs
umbrellas. They sailed from
we saw a quartz vase and
Hull on 9th August, and had
nephrite and jade bowls and
an eventful voyage, with a
vases being cut. One, of
break in Copenhagen.
nephrite, took a year to cut
and would cost £1,000’. ‘One
Before the congress itself
quartz plate was cut out by
there was a field trip to
Figure 1: Carrie’s sketches of a group of paticipants &
two men working in turns
hungry dogs!
Estonia,
where
they
collected specimens of Dictyonema, saw substantial 60 foot day and night for two and a half years – 50 roubles a month
raised beaches, and visited Tallinn, which was then called wages’. They saw the stone store, lapis lazuli, beryl, apatite,
Reval. She does not comment much on the congress, except and alexandrite, and there was a micro-mosaic.

Tom and Sir Archibald Geikie were the British VIPs and at
one dinner Tom’s speech earned him the label of “the
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off for Finland, which she loved, and was impressed by the
people who had gathered to greet them, and their reputed
high regard for education. At Vyborg she visited the Imatra
waterfall of 100,000 horsepower,
saw the gorge carved through
Archaean gneiss with granite veins,
vast moraines, and Rapakivi granite
in situ. Then it was back to the city
and eventually a train to Moscow.

cavalcade of four-horse phaetons with bells and an armed
Cossack in front. The scenery was wild and dramatic, there
was a road block, and they then reached the great gorge
which was the pass through the
Caucasus, where the Romans
fought the Persians. The rocks were
schists traversed by porphyries,
and further on granite and gneiss,
forming the heart of the mountain
chain. In 1832 there had been a
She was bowled over by Moscow,
terrible avalanche which had filled
the colours, the scale, the elaborate
the valley to a depth of 90 metres;
shapes and buildings, a candlelit
the river had by now cut down
church service and the museums.
through it, but the line of the
She made some sketches, but it
’temporary’ path was still visible
was too cold to sketch outdoors.
high on the hillside. They continued
There was an overnight train to
the journey from Kasbek; near the
Novgorod, and a boat for a voyage
top of the pass, at nearly 8,000
down the Volga. The Permian
feet, the rocks were bedded, folded
conglomerates had fresh-water
and faulted. They descended the
shells here; further east they were
south side and spent a comfortable
to have marine shells. There was a
night in ‘the little Posting House’.
bridge of boats more than half a
She describes the small villages
mile long over the Oka River where
along the sides of the valley, each
it joins the Volga; in the winter it
with a tower, with its doorway
was removed and there would be
‘many feet above the ground’. She
fairs on the ice. Their boat made a
distinguishes between Grosinas,
couple of geological stops, for
‘the princes of the Caucasus’, and
collecting belemnites, ammonites,
Ossets. She saw a tame bear, and
and viewing Jurassic contacts, and
Tom gave it bread which it ate off
went on to Kazan, where they took
the back of its paws, and it drank
a tram pulled by four horses
water out of a bottle.
abreast. Further down the river the
Figure 2: A geological section
They transferred to rough, strong
next day she comments on the
clothes of the local peasants, which were colourful and full- carts for an extremely bumpy ride, partly along a river bed,
skirted; but their legs were wrapped in rags and their feet in order to get to a Georgian village where lunch in tents was
were shod with twisted or plaited straw. There were plentiful waiting. A local man and woman held jugs of water and soap
ammonites, many retaining their nacre. There was a quarry for them to wash their hands. The cabaret was a gentle mock
battle between four men,
with Fusilinid limestone,
two dressed in chainmail,
and another with a great
the suits of which were
asphalt deposit.
allegedly left behind in the
Everywhere they went
village
by
home-going
they were greeted by
Genoese crusaders. She
welcoming crowds, but
goes on to comment on the
each group of people and
handsomeness of the local
their villages were distinct,
people, and later she was
Germans, Tartars, and
invited into some village
Cossacks as well as the
houses and saw how the
Russians. On arrival at
women cooked; all very
Tsaritsyn, (which we call
simple but fairly clean.
Volgograd but know better
Major storage containers
perhaps as Stalingrad),
were huge baskets covered
they then transferred to a
with clay. Further down the
train. The steppes spread
valley they saw carts drawn
flatly in every direction, and
by buffaloes as well as
they trundled on, via
oxen.
Eventually
they
Rostov, stopping for some
Figure 3: Sketches of local people including musician
managed to reach Tiflis
meals, to Vladikavkas, in
(Tbilisi) and a proper hotel!
what is now Chechnya in the Caucasus.
There they were in Cossack country, and the herds of
cavalry horses, black and dark brown, were out grazing for
their one-month annual holiday. The party set out in a
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Two days later they travelled by train to the Caspian Sea
and the oil wells of the Baku area, owned by ‘Nobel, a Swede.’
It was very hot; ‘people who live in Baku can do as they like
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for they can have no fear of the infernal regions !’ ‘One oil
well 3 months old had started by spouting 30 metres high,
and yielding 300,000 pounds per day; it now only yields
30,000 a day, a great greasy fountain of oil.’ Everything smelt
and tasted of petroleum, ’the sea carried a filthy burden of
chocolate coloured grease on to the shore’. Further on, where
there was also gas, it was set alight, and ‘the flames licked
the sides of the steamers and made them look as if they were
on fire.’ The great furnace rooms ‘had the good effect of
making the outside air seem cool.’ They saw ’the various oils
flowing out of their several pipes, after being subjected to
different heats.’ At another site, by a Persian village, they saw
the naphtha coming out in a black slimy mass from two small
holes. The source rock was Oligocene. There were camels,

belongs to them.’ At last they ‘came to the top of rising
ground and the whole grand outline of Little and Great Ararat
was clear.’ ‘I stood and looked and looked at the glorious
creature, the smaller pointed peak like a sentinel and the
great crouched lion at rest beyond. It was one of the great
moments of one’s life.’ ‘I could well understand the wonderful
old legend.’ Finally they reached the hotel in Erivan, ‘very
worn out.’ They seem to have seen and done a great deal
there, always noting the presence of Ararat; as they left she
records the last sight of the great mountain, ‘a little
insignificant volcano will hide him from us’.
The original diaries of all this exist, but from now on there
was minimal mention of geology. They went home, by coach
and train to Tiflis, train to Batoum, boat to Odessa via the

Figure 4: Mount Ararat
and a large storage tank was being transported drawn by 30
horses, 2 in front and 7 rows of four abreast. The sea and a
lake had a salt rime at the edge which sparkled in the sun.

sites of the Crimean war, voyages with stays in
Constantinople, Athens, Naples and Rome, and then train and
ferry, getting home at the very end of October.

The party grew smaller, and the journey continued by road,
with uncomfortable night stops on the way to Erivan. She saw
great lava flows, a Russian army camp, a spectacular
rainbow, and a Cossack exercising his ‘buzzard, a sight pure
and grand and the clouds holding him in their arms; he

I am most grateful to Carrie’s granddaughter for allowing
me to use the transcripts, to the archivist in Cambridge who
helped me with the illustrations, and for the acquaintance of
this remarkable woman.

Evening Lecture: The rock that wouldn’t keep still; an introduction to salt

October 2nd, 2015

By: Prof. Chris Jackson; Department of Earth Science & Engineering, Imperial College London
Salt is not simply for fish 'n' chips or icy
roads. It is a unique and perhaps
underappreciated rock type, living in the
shadows of its more glamorous carbonate
and clastic neighbours. For example, not
only is salt one of the economically most
important rock types on Earth, forming the
seals
to
super-giant
hydrocarbon
accumulations, but it is also responsible
for forming some of the most complex
geological structures observed on the
Earth. In this talk I will celebrate salt,
highlighting its unique physical properties,
it's role in the generation of complex
geological structures, and it's importance
in terms of hydrocarbon exploration.
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Field Meeting Report: The Malvern Hills, a Geological Viewpoint
Leaders: Eddie Bailey & Rob Palmer

A bright Sunday morning saw us congregate in British
Camp car park to examine some rock samples out of a car
boot. Although we would be seeing examples in situ during
the walk, most would be weathered and as hammering is not
allowed, this was a chance to see clean surfaces. Starting
with samples of what was thought to be the original mafic
melt – hornblendite, we moved onto the main rock of the
Malvern Complex, diorites and tonalites, finishing with the

Figure 1: View back from the Herefordshire Beacon
top of the magma chamber, the felsic material, pink Malvern
Granite, in which we examined the effects of shearing and
foliation.
We then ascended the sloping path leading to a steep set
of steps up onto the Malverns themselves. To understand the
geology of the area it is necessary to appreciate the earth’s
crustal configuration some 1,100 million years ago (Ma) and
we attempted the re-enactment (one of many) of the breakup of the supercontinent Rodinia due to tensional tectonic
forces and marginal subduction. Arc magmatism at around
680 Ma led to the intrusion of the Malvern Complex into a
crustal block called Eastern Avalonia. The complex was

Figure 2: Clutters Cave, looking for pillow lavas
almost immediately metamorphosed and then cooled. A Late
Neo-Proterozoic magmatic event that led to the diorites of
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27th April, 2015

By: Lesley Exton

the East Midlands is expressed in the Malverns by granitic
pegmatites at 600 Ma.
The steps up to the top of Herefordshire Beacon were made
of local rock so we looked for examples of what we had seen
earlier. Then we paused to look northwards to see the affect
of the Hercynian orogeny: the southern section of the hills
has been shifted westwards due to thrust-faulting that runs
through the valley we’d just come up (Figure 1). We

Figure 3: Steeply inclined Wyche Formation at
Gullet Quarry
continued south, reaching Clutters Cave in the Warren House
Formation, this is a series of sodic basalts and rhyolites
associated with pyroclastic rocks, where we looked for the
pillow lavas (Figure 2). At 570Ma the subduction changed to
oblique, which created a pull-apart basin into which the
basalts ascended at 566 Ma.
At Swinyard Hill we looked briefly at the exposed outcrops
of sheared granitic rocks, noting the differences in
weathering. The southern half of the Malvern Hills is much
more sheared and has a separate tectonic history – evidence
for a number of separate terranes jostling for position on the
Gondwana margins of the fragmenting Rodinia. During the

Figure 4: Cambrian - Pre-Cambrian contact
Cambrian, sea level rose due to sea floor spreading which
meant there were a lot of shallow seas where life exploded.
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The Malvern Hills were exposed at this stage and were flood fluvial gravels and aoelian sandstones of the Sherwood
being eroded to form the Malvern Quartzite (545 Ma).
Sandstone Group. These were deposited in the continually
subsiding Worcester Graben, the
Conformably overstepping this is the
western margin of which is marked by
Hollybush Sandstone, a flaggy,
the Malverns Eastern Boundary Fault.
micaeous, dark green, medium to
After the break-up of Pangaea by the
coarse grained sandstone up to 300m
mid Jurassic a shallow sea covered the
thick.
region allowing the deposition of the
Arc subduction started again in the
Inferior and Great Oolitic limestone.
early Ordovician and Eastern Avalonia
The land was then up-lifted so by the
detached from Gondwana. It began to
late Jurassic it was once more dry
drift north across the Iapetus Ocean,
land, before another transgression in
heading towards Laurentia. By the late
the Cretaceous.
Ordovician Eastern Avalonia collided
After the longest continuous climb of
with Baltica.
Global glaciation
the day to the summit of Raggedstone
followed, resulting in a drop of seaHill Rob took us to a recently
level. Another transgression occurred
excavated site showing the Cambrian
in the earliest Silurian resulting in the
– Pre-Cambrian contact, that they’d
sandstones and siltstones of the
only found out about that morning
Wyche Formation that we searched for
(Figure 4).
in Gullet Quarry (Figures 3 & 5) as well
as the Silurian - Pre-Cambrian
The final event to affect the
contact.
Malverns
was
the
Quaternary
glaciation. The ice sheet wrapped itself
The story continued as we moved
around the Malverns with the eastern
south, with the Caledonian orogeny as
tip curling around the southern end.
Eastern
Avalonia
collided
with
However, our final view was looking at
Laurentia,
a
subsequent
basin
one of the sills of Raggedstone Hill.
inversion and the emergence of the
Eddie and Rob then shuttled us all
Malvern area, with the gradual
Figure 5: Gullet Quarry view
back to the British Camp car park to
removal of marine conditions. This
collect our cars.
was followed by the Hercynian
orogeny which was responsible for upfolding the Malverns
Many thanks to Eddie Bailey and Rob Palmer for bringing
into a monocline. The Permian saw the Malverns within the the evolution of the Malvern Hills to life and placing it in the
arid interior of the Pangaea megacontinent and erosion was context of what was happening in other areas of our complex
the dominating landscaping force. The Triassic of the little island.
Malverns witnessed the deposition of the monsoonal flash-

Field Meeting Report: William Smith & Bath

6th June, 2015

Leader: Hugh Torrens

The day started well and continued in the same vein; all
were on time and the weather was bright but not hot. Hugh
Torrens, our leader, who has researched in the archives and
museums of Bath and has guided countless groups around
the William Smith (1769-1839) sites, was in excellent form.
From our meeting point on St James Parade, we first walked
under the Bath Spa station and via Rossiter Road to a
riverside walk, starting at the junction of the Kennett and
Avon Canal and the River Avon. The K&A was the canal to
which Smith’s Somersetshire Coal Company Canal linked to
deliver coal from the Somerset collieries to the Bristol Market.
It was the K&A connection which introduced Smith to the
great engineer John Rennie (1761-1820) and civil
engineering. Through Rennie, he met the prominent
cartographer and map publisher, John Cary (1754-1835),
who was vital to the realisation of Smith’s great 1815 map.
We continued along the left bank of the Avon to Pulteney
Bridge, turning right to visit no. 29 Great Pulteney Street,
(Figure 1) former home of Rev. Joseph Townsend (17391816). Here Rev. Benjamin Richardson (1758-1832) recorded
Smith’s dictation of his The Order of the Strata on 11th June
1799, in the form of a table, following a meeting of the Bath

By: John Henry
Agricultural Society. Richardson made a copy for each of the
trio and Smith’s table began to circulate widely and informally
in unpublished form. Smith donated his own copy to the
Geological Society in 1831 on the occasion of his being
awarded the first Wollaston medal of the Society.

Figure 1. The date on the plaque, placed in 1926, is
incorrect.
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Returning to the centre of Bath, we
We returned to our cars at the Park
next visited 2 Trim Street, where Smith
and Ride on Odd Down, south of Bath
maintained an office from 1799 to 1803
and drove to the Wheatsheaf at Combe
in a surveying partnership with Jeremiah
Hay for lunch. Although the day had
Cruse (1758-1819). Here Smith kept his
been breezy, the Wheatsheaf was
fossil collection in stratigraphic order for
sheltered and its lawned terraces southpublic viewing. Due to past renumbering
facing, so we chose from a good menu
of Trim Street, another building was
and ate, basking, outside. If you ever
incorrectly identified in 1942 by L.R.
look for the Wheatsheaf it is at the
Cox; however, it was noted that the
opposite end of the village from the
correct location, currently a beautician’s
Public House (PH) on the map.
is again numbered as 2. Trim Street is in
After lunch we walked to Caisson
an area of smaller houses close to Bath’s
House, where we were welcomed by
centre; Hugh drew our attention to the
owners Phil and Amanda Honey and
reflection of the social stratification of
joined by Roger Halse, historian of the
Bath in its buildings and topography.
Somersetshire Coal Canal. The caisson
(See Figure 2).
lock played an instrumental role in
From Trim Street we walked to nearby
Smith’s career. It was a pioneering
Queen Square, where on the west side
design by Richard Weldon; his half-scale
the Bath Royal Literary and Scientific
model in Shropshire was visited and
Institution is located. William
studied by Smith and two of his
Figure 2: No.2 Trim Street, on the corner of Trim
Smith
belonged
to
its
SCC Company directors. Its
and Bridge Street, where William Smith and
predecessor, the second Bath
great attraction was that it
Jeremiah Cruse were partners in a surveying
Philosophical Society (1798promised to accomplish the
practise from 1799-1803. (photo by J.Henry)
1810), and to its rival, the
drop of 154 feet in only 3
Bath Agricultural Society now
caisson structures and to save
the Royal Bath and West of
water. Its reality was that it was
England Society. Both the
not sustainable with the building
societies
provided
useful
materials and technology of the
introductions to thinkers and
day. A diagram is necessary to
potential clients and were
illustrate how it functions
important in the circulation of
(Figure 4).
his concept of organised fossils
It
required
considerable
and the order of strata. The
precision in its construction and
BRLSI continues to maintain
it all depended on the tank
collections,
to
organise
being rigid and water tight. In
lectures and exhibitions, and
reality, the masonry was not
to publish on Bath’s place in
water tight and the surrounding
our cultural history (see
earth was expansive clay, i.e. it
http://
www. brlsi. org/
swelled significantly when wet.
node/18149); it was the BRLSI
Swelling
clay
distorted
–
that
published
the
Figure 3: The historic Hot Bath with modern glass pinched – the structure, which
reproduction of John Phillips’
in consequence, leaked more
enclosed roof top pool in background.
Memoirs of William Smith
and jammed the internal
(photo by J.Henry)
(2003) with its very
workings. Although it was
rewarding introduction,
marvellous
when
it
lecture, references and
worked, it frequently
index by Hugh that is so
failed and had to be
helpful
to
Smith
drained and shut down.
researchers.
On occasions the vertical
From Queen Square we
rods failed to operate
proceeded to the thermal
together and the caisson
baths
which
have
tilted.
When
this
attracted visitors from
happened
the
water
Roman times and, in
would rise over the lower
Smith’s day, made it a
end of the boat and the
social magnet. Hot Bath
occupants would retreat
and Cross Bath were
to the higher end; the
active in Smith’s time and
boat could slide into and
Figure 4: A contemporary cut away drawing of Weldon’s
both
have
been
force or jam the door of
Caisson Lock. The scale bar is 80 feet long.
incorporated and much
the caisson. On other
revived as Thermae Bath Spa completed in 2006. The new occasions the lower door of the tank failed to engage
complex incorporates Georgian and modern elements; their correctly with the caisson’s and jammed.
continuing efficacy was confirmed by Shirley Torrens. Figure 3.
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Being trapped in the caisson, in the dark without means of includes the recent story of stabilising the collapsed stone
communication with the outside and a limited air supply, mines that undermined parts of Combe Down. The staff very
must have been terrifying. The caisson lock concept kindly had kept a temporary exhibition about William Smith
demanded too much of
in Combe Down open for
existing masonry block
our visit. This Smith
construction; it required
exhibition had been put
materials not yet in
together
by
Richard
existence – steel and/or
Irving,
whose
well
concrete – to work for a
researched history of
long period. The failure of
William Smith’s mining
the caisson was the
venture in Combe Down
apparent cause of Smith’s
helps to understand why
dismissal from the SCCC
it failed. His book, William
and, put simply, its silver
Smith and his venture
lining was independence
into ‘Stone Manufacture’
to pursue a peripatetic
is available for sale at the
consulting career that
museum book counter.
enabled the collection of
Tearing ourselves away
data to complete his great
from the museum, we
map.
walked eastward down
The upper and lower
Summer Lane and out of
Figure 5. Hugh Torrens and Peter Riches beside the cleared the
lengths of the canal had
village
to
peer
been constructed, relying ruin one of the 22 locks required to descend 154 feet. In the through the foliage at the
background is the later Caisson House above a pool in the
on
the
simultaneous
abandoned quarries of
curve of the former canal. (photo by B.Chacksfield)
completion of the caisson
Smith’s partners, John
locks, and there was considerable pressure from the mine O’Neal and Charles Conolly. ‘Tram roads’ from their quarries
owners to export their coal. With the abandonment of the and Smith’s mine followed the line of Summer Lane to the top
caisson lock approach, an inclined railway was rapidly of Bluebell Stairs, which we descended. Here, Smith and his
constructed. This was only a
partners had constructed an
temporary solution as the cost
inclined plane trackway. We
and delays, in transhipping the
continued on the footpath to
coal from canal boats to wagons
Tucking Mill Woods along the
and back onto canal boats on the
alignment of their ‘tram road’. The
lower level, were not acceptable.
inclined plane and tram road were
Eventually 22 conventional locks
built to bring their quarried blocks
were constructed to make the
to Smith’s Mill and canal siding,
descent. The remains of these
where they expected to ship their
locks have been cleared, with the
product beyond Bath to a wider
assistance of Somersetshire Coal
market. Smith’s venture failed as
Canal Society, and they stand
his part of the ‘Bath Freestone’
open and dry. All surface evidence
(Great Oolite) in Kingham Fields
of the caisson lock has long gone,
had a thicker overburden that
or is buried like its original
predicated mining and obscured
entrance tunnel which survives;
the extent of cambering and
but the later construction of
gulling in ‘his‘ rock. The fractures
Caisson House, linking two preincreased wastage and admitted
existing cottages and the 22
water which stained his rock. Thus
conventional locks would have
his extraction costs were greater,
recycled the masonry. Below
his workable stone quantity was
Caisson House, the owners have
reduced and, stained, it was worth
dammed a wide curve of the
less. In addition, the fact that
former canal to create a large
Smith was so busy elsewhere,
secluded pool (Figure 5).
producing his 1815 map and
carrying on with consulting,
Returning to the Wheatsheaf to
delayed on-site decisions and held
collect the cars, we then drove to
Figure 6. Bluebell Stairs descends from
up his partners. Unfortunately,
Combe Down where we visited the
Summer Lane at the east edge of Combe
O’Neal died 6 months into the conew community museum, Ralph
Down, down the alignment of an inclined plane
partnership. His share was bought
Allen
CornerStone
(see
tram way constructed by Smith and his
up by Conolly, whose irritation
www.ralphallencornerstone
partners.
with Smith is revealed in his
.org.uk), home of the Combe
Down Heritage Society (see http://www.combedown correspondence. Conolly’s loan, secured by Tucking Mill, was
heritage.org.uk). Here, the history of quarrying of Bath Stone propping up Smith. When Conolly called in the loan, Smith
is well documented with tools, maps, prints and photographs, went to debtors’ prison and lost everything in Bath. (See
very attractively displayed in a modern museum setting. It Figure 6).
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Tucking Mill House, Smith’s
properties.
They
clearly
home at Tucking Mill has no
cherished their link with
plaque
to
commemorate
William Smith and shared their
Smith, whereas Tucking Mill
interest and Smith association
Cottage to the west is
with us. We would very much
incorrectly memorialised as
like to thank Roger Halse for
where he had lived. The
joining us at Caisson House,
conveyance of sale to Smith
Combe Down and Tucking Mill
shows that his real home is in
to show us the ‘archaeological’
the Parish of Combe Monkton,
detail of the Somersetshire
whereas Tucking Mill Cottage,
Coal
Canal
and
Smith’s
that incorrectly has the
quarrying
and
transport
plaque, is in the neighbouring
operation, informed by the
parish of South Stoke and
historic plans and photographs
appears architecturally to have
which he brought along. We
Figure 7. Tucking Mill House. In Smith’s time only thank the volunteer staff of
been built later in Victorian
the right hand side with two windows existed.
times. Something needs to be
Ralph
Allen
CornerStone
(photo by B. Chacksfield)
done to rectify this situation
museum for showing us their
which clearly causes confusion and perpetuates the error unique local history which provided a sense of the rural
(Figures 7 and 8).
industrial landscape of Smith’s time and the local context for
Our last stop of day was Rugbourne Farm House where his quarry venture. We do appreciate very much that the
Smith stayed when he first came to Somerset to survey the museum retained the temporary William Smith exhibition and
stayed open for our visit.
High Littleton Estate,
including the coal mines
Seeing the Smith sites,
on it. Smith wrote later
particularly the generally
‘as some of my friends
inaccessible ones, and
and pupils have called
meeting individuals so
the vicinity of Bath the
knowledgeable
and
“cradle of Geology”, I
involved in their local
now inform them that
history combined with
Rugburn
was
its
Hugh Torrens’ detailed
birthplace’. The owner,
and wide knowledge of
Andy Paterson, was at
Smith’s whole life, made
home and very kindly
this GA field trip a
invited us in to have a
genuine pleasure.
look at the ground floor
References
rooms. These were two
Billingsley, John, 1798.
large rooms off a wide
General View of the
entrance
hall,
all
Agriculture of the County
Figure 8. Historic photo of the disused Somersetshire Coal
restored to their original
of Somerset, revised 3rd
Canal. Smith’s former home, Tucking Mill House, is in the
late 18th century state,
edition.
background.
as Smith would have
Browning,
Michael,
know them. The main reception room had a fine moulded Mearns, Rotcombe and Woody Heighgrove Collieries, in
plaster ceiling and the large kitchen/dining room was etonhistory.org.uk/ mining.html
remarkable, to geologists, for
Halse, Roger and Castens,
the huge mudstone floor slabs
Simon,
2000.
The
from the Lower Lias and thus
Somersetshire Coal Canal; A
local to this area. Andy has
Pictorial Journey, Millstream
restored Rugbourne Farm House
Books, Bath.
with great attention to historical
Irving, Richard, 2009. William
accuracy and architectural detail
Smith and his venture into
(Figure 9).
‘Stone Manufacture, Combe
At the end of a long day, we all
Down Heritage Society
were very satisfied with an
Torrens, Hugh, 2003. ‘An
excellent field trip. Not only was
Introduction to the Life and
it well lead by its star attraction,
Times of William Smith’ and
Hugh Torrens, but the logistics
‘William Smith Lecture 2000’ in
were seamless and lunch was
Phillips, John, 1844, Memoirs of
very good – food and setting.
William Smith, LL.D., author of
We would especially like to
the “Map of the Strata of
thank Phil and Amanda Honey of
England and Wales”. Reprint,
Figure 9. Rugbourne Farm House. William Smith
Caisson
House
and
Andy
Bath
Royal
Literary
and
lodged here from 1792-1795 while he surveyed
Paterson of Rugbourne Farm
Scientific Institution, 2003.
the estates of Lady Elizabeth Jones
House for welcoming us to their
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Circular No 1004 September 2015
BOOKINGS AND PAYMENT: These should be made through Sarah by email: fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk, phone or through
the GA website. Please give an email and emergency contact number. Unless otherwise stated the cost is £5 for members.
Locations and timings of field trips will be given nearer the time and once payment has been received. Field meetings are open to nonmembers but subject to a £5 surcharge on top of the normal administration fee. Cheques should be made out to Geologists’ Association.
Where places are limited, a system of first come, first served will operate so do book early. Some meetings may have restrictions on age
(especially for under 16s) or be physically demanding. If you are uncertain, please ask.
SAFETY IS TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY should you be unsure about either the risks involved or your ability to participate safely, you must seek
advice from the GA office before booking. Please make sure that you study any risk assessment or safety briefing and that you have all the
safety equipment specified. You must declare, at the time of booking, any disabilities or medical conditions that may affect your ability to
safely attend a field meeting. You may be asked to provide further information on any prescription drugs etc that you may use whilst attending
a field meeting. In order to ensure the safety of all participants, the GA reserves the right to limit or refuse attendance at field meetings.
EMERGENCY CONTACT if you are lost or late for the start of a meeting, an emergency contact is available during UK field meetings by calling
the GA mobile phone 07724 133290. The mobile phone will only be switched on just before and during field meetings. For routine enquiries
please call the GA office on the usual number.
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised. If you are a rail traveler, it may be possible for the GA office to arrange for
another member to provide a lift or collect you from the nearest railway station. This service cannot be guaranteed, but please ask before
booking. Please indicate when booking, if you are able to offer a lift.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided but personal accident cover remains the responsibility of the participant. Further
details are available on request from the GA office.
TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed. The GA acts as a retail agent for ATOL holders in respect of air flights included in field meetings. All flights
are ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation Authority. Field meetings of more than 24 hours duration or including accommodation are subject to
the Package Travel Regulations 1992. The information provided does not constitute a brochure under these Regulations.
Geoff Swann organises UK field meetings and Ian Sutton is responsible for overseas excursions. Website for further details
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/ukfield.html www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/overseasfield.html

GA UK FIELD MEETINGS 2015
THE LOWER THAMES GRAVELS
Leaders: David Bridgland & Peter Allen
Sunday September 6 2015
This meeting leads on from the QRA
conference in 2014. We will visit classic
sites in the Lower Thames including
Wansunt Pit (Dartford Heath), Swanscombe
Skull Site NNR, Purfleet (Greenlands Quarry)
and Lion Pit Tramway Cutting.
Arrangements (note change): transport by
coach from the first locality in Purfleet
where there will be car parking. Car users
should note that we'll start and finish on
different sides of the river.
Equipment: Helmets and hi vis jackets.
Packed lunch.
Cost & booking Cost will be approximately
£25 depending on numbers (transport
included) and attendees will be able to buy
this year's QRA field guide for £15.00.
Register with Sarah at the GA
DORSET COAST WEEKEND
Leader: Prof John C.W. Cope
Saturday 12 – Sunday 13 September
Following the success of the previous three
meetings to the west Dorset coast we will
be based in Swanage and will be looking
mainly at the Upper Jurassic of the Isle of
Purbeck. We will finish at about 16:00 on
Sunday.
There may be some steep ascents (and
descents) dependent on the weather; very
rough beaches.
Equipment: stout footwear with ankle
support. Hard hats and hi-vis jackets
essential.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
25. Administration fee £15.
DEVONSHIRE MARBLES WEEKEND
Leader: Prof Gordon Walkden
Friday 25 – Sunday 27 September
This meeting celebrates the publication of

Prof Walkden’s new GA guide Devonshire
marbles: Their geology, history and uses (2
vols).
Friday: book launch and lecture at Torquay
Museum (2pm): The amazing Devonshire
Marbles: eloquence in stony silence- the
story of the greatest British ornamental
stone.
Saturday: visit two great Devonshire marble
buildings to discover their architecture,
history and geology: All Saints Church
(quintessential Devonshire Marble church
by the great William Butterfield) and St
John’s Church (the less well known
Devonshire marble beauty by George
Edmund Street). Lunch at Torquay Museum.
Sunday: field trip to see local marblerelated geology: Petit Tor, Babbacombe to
see the complex geology at the most
famous of the marble localities and Hope’s
Nose some of the showiest Devonian
sediments and fossils, upset by storms, sea
level change and volcanicity – and with a
trace of gold. Picnic lunch. All localities will
require car sharing.
Equipment: stout footwear with ankle
support. Hard hats and hi-vis jackets are
essential.
Cost & booking: Numbers for the field
meetings will be limited to 30. Open to
all. Register with £5 per day.
Friday launch including lecture, reception
(with glass of wine or soft drink) and book
signing. Book with Torquay Museum
(01803) 293975 (£5.95) or e-mail

Geol.assoc@btinternet.com

GA OVERSEAS FIELD MEETINGS
GREEK ISLAND VOLCANOES 2015
Leader: Paul Olver
Monday 14 – Sunday 27 September
This trip is full, if you would like to be put
on the waiting list in case of cancellation
email paulolver@hotmail.com tel: 01432
761 693.

enquiries@torquaymuseum.org

CYPRUS 2016 (the Greek part of the island)
Leader: Costas Xenophontos
Provisionally 16 – 23 April 2016
Cyprus is world famous for one of the
world’s best preserved ophiolite sequence
displayed in the Troodos. This will form the
core of the trip but will also include the
Mammonia Complex, highly deformed
sequences of Triassic to Cretaceous age
which were emplaced in their present
position during late Cretaceous times. It will
be a pleasure to be led by Costas (retired
senior geologist with the Cyprus Geological
Survey) who has led a huge number of
geologists from different countries over a
long period of time and who has published
widely on this island.
Cost & booking: Tentative cost on a half
board basis at a good quality hotel including
transport and entries where applicable £1,200. Please register your interest with
the GA office.

Provisional Field meeting Upware,
Cambridgeshire
Leader: Dr Simon Kelly
November date to be confirmed.
An opportunity has a temporary exposure in
the Lower Greensand (Early Cretaceous) with a
possible visit to a working quarry (Upware
Limestone, Late Jurassic) in the morning. This
will possibly be a weekday field trip sometime
in November. If you are interested please
contact Sarah Stafford at the GA Office.

THE LAGERSTÄTTEN OF SOUTHERN
GERMANY
Leader: Dave Martill
Mondays 27 June – 4 July 2016
This palaeontologiocal excursion examines
some of the most stunning palaeontological
sites in the World, including the World
Heritage Site of Grube Messel, an Eocene
oilshale famed for its rare fossil mammals;
the Upper Jurassic Solnhofen Limestone
that has now yielded thirteen examples of
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Archaeopteryx, the iconic link between
dinosaurs and birds; and the Lower Jurassic
Posidonia Shale famed for its ichthyosaurs
with skin outlines and bellies full of babies.
We will visit museums dedicated to the
palaeontology of each site, as well as have
an opportunity to collect from each of the
fossil Lagerstatten. Any discoveries made at
Messel must be given over to the state
museum, but finds in Solnhofen are yours
to cherish, except Archaeopteryx which is
now the protected state fossil.
Cost & booking: approx. £950. Please
register your interest with the GA office
LANZAROTE
Leader: Hilary Downes
September 2016 (final dates to be
confirmed but after 16 September)
On our week’s visit we will concentrate our
activities on Lanzarote but with at least one
visit to Fuerteventura. During this time we
will be able to visit many sites of superb
volcanic landscapes, ranging from the
characteristics of the shield volcanoes to
features related to the post erosional very
recent volcanic activity. It is intended to
have a one week package based at a good
quality hotel Travel will be by coach for our
field excursions including our time in
Fuerteventura.
The fee includes the package on a dinner,
bed and breakfast basis, all travel during
the visits, any entrance fees, ferry charges
and the tour brochure. It is based on two
people sharing a room and there will be a
surcharge for single room occupancy.
Easy walking access to all localities.
Cost & booking: approx. £1,200. Please
register your interest with the GA office

GA LOCAL GROUPS (LG) &
AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
Amateur Geological Society
www.amgeolsoc.webspace.virginmedia.co
m/Live_Site/Home.html
Sept 8 Mineralogy at the Natural History
Museum: more than Earth’s Treasury – Prof
Andy Fleet
Oct 13 The Mesozoic Marin Reptile
Renaissance part 1: Ichthyosaurs – Dr Mark
Evans
Nov 10 Frank Stokes Memorial Lecture:
Great British Building Stones – Barry J. Hunt
Nov 28 AGS Mineral & Fossil Bazaar 10.153.30 pm at St Mary’s Church Hall Finchley
Bath Geological Society
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk
Sept 3 Forensic geology: the applications of
geology to policing and law enforcement –
Dr Laurance Donnelly
Sept 19-22 Field meeting: Sligo – Dr Rob
Raine
Oct 1 A Bug’s life: the role of
micropalaeontology in industrial problem
solving – Prof. Malcolm Hart
Nov 5 The Geology of decorative and
building stones at Kingston Lacy near
Wimborne Dorset – Peter Bath
Belfast Geologists’ Society
www.belfastgeologists.org.uk
Sept 19-29 Field meeting: Sligo – Dr Rob
Raine
Black Country Geological Society
www.bcgs.info
Brighton & Hove Geological Society
www.bhgs.org

20

Bristol Naturalists’ Society
www.bristolnats.org.uk
Cambridgeshire Geology Club (LG)
www.cambridgeshiregeologyclub.org
Carn Brea Mining Society
www.carnreaminingsociety.org.uk
Sept 18 Joint meeting with the Trevithick
Society
Sept 19 Open morning at Condurrow
Oct 20 Biodiversity and Mining in Cornwall
– Adrian Spalding
Nov 17 Lead mining in Cornwall – Colin
Short.
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological
Society
http://cmgs.yolasite.com/society.php
Cumberland Geological Society
www.cumberland-geol-oc.org.uk
Cymdeithas Daeaeregwyr Grwp De Cymru:
South Wales Geologists’ Association (LG)
www.swga.org.uk
Sept 19 Field meeting: Portcawl and Sker –
Stephen Howe
Cymdeithas Y Daeaereg Gogledd Cymru:
North Wales Group Geologists’ Association
(LG)
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc/cdgc.html
Devonshire Association (Geology Section)
www.devonassoc.org.uk
Sept 13-19 Field meeting County Durham
and Northumberland – Lesley Dunlop
Oct 11 Environmental geology in the
BudleighSalterton/Otterton area – Prof
John Mather
Nov 28 Mr Smith and his Remarkable Maps
– Tom Sharpe
Dinosaur Society
www.dinosaursociety.com
Dorset Group (LG)
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com
Sept 13 Field meeting: Monmouth Beach –
Sam Scriven
Dorset Natural History & Archaeological
Society
Contact Jenny Cripps
Jenny@dorsetcountymuseum.org
Earth Science Teachers’ Association
www.esta-uk.net
East Herts Geology Club
www.ehgc.org.uk
East Midlands Geological Society
www.emgs.org.uk
Oct 10-11 Field meeting: Flamborough area
and North York Moors – Ian Sutton
Oct 17 Cambrian Explosion – David Harper.
Nov 14 Paul Nathanial.
Edinburgh Geological Society
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org
Aug 2 Field meeting: Filey Brigg – Mike
Horne & Rodger Connell
Essex Rock and Mineral Society
www.erms.org
Farnham Geological Society (LG)
www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk
Sept 6 Field meeting: Buriton – Petersfield.
Sept 11 History of Tectonics in the Alps – Dr
Mike Streule
Oct 9 A Brief History of Time in 12 Fossils –
Dr Paul Taylor
Oct 18 Field meeting: Teme Valley
Nov 6 English Channel Netherlands – Dr
Matthew Pope
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum,
Cambridge
www.sedgwickmuseum.org/index.php?pag
e=friends-of-sedgwick
Geolancashire (LG)

www.lancashire-geologists.co.uk
Aug 9 -15 Field meeting Scotland Dumfries
and Galloway
Geological Society of Glasgow
www.geologyglasgow.org.uk
Geological Society of Norfolk
www.norfolkgeology.co.uk
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society
(LG)
www.hhgs.org.uk
Sept 9 The intrusion space problem: a
comparative case study of accommodation
and deformation structures associated with
the emplacement of the maiden Creek and
Trachyte Mesa intrusions, Henry Mountains
Utah – Penelope Wilson
Oct 14 Our heritage, stone tools and rock
art – Bob Maurer
Hastings and District Geological Society
http://hastingsgeology.btck.co.uk
Sept 13 The Cretaceous Greenhouse World
and its impact on the Evolution of land
vertebrates – Prof Paul Upchurch
Oct 18 Wildlife of Sussex 140 million years
ago – Peter Austen
Nov 15 Presidential Lecture: Prof G.D Price
Hertfordshire Geological Society (LG)
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk
Horsham Geological Field Club
www.hgfc.org.uk
Sept 9 Modelling ancient tides – Dr Peter
Allison
Oct 14 Space Science on the Surrey Hills –
Prof Graziella Branduardi-Raymont
Nov 11 Transport innovations and Wealden
Geology: canals and railways – John
Lonergan
Huddersfield Geology Group
www.huddersfieldgeology.org.uk
Hull Geological Society
www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk
The Jurassic Coast
www.jurassiccoast.com
Kent Geologists’ Group of the Geologists’
Association (LG)
www.kgg.org.uk
The Kirkaldy Society (Alumni of Queen
Mary) (LG)
Contact Mike Howgate 020 8882 2606
Email: mehowgate@hotmail.com or
kirksoc@sky.com
Leeds Geological Association
www.leedsga.org.uk
Oct 8 Palynology in the Service of Man – Dr
Jim Riding.
Nov 5 Bubble, burp, bang! Big Experiments
in volcano physics – Dr Ed Llewellin
Nov 14 Joint meeting with the Yorkshire
Geological Society
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society
(Geology)
www.charnia.org.uk
Liverpool Geological Society
www.liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk
Manchester Geological Association
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk
Mid Wales Geology Club
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk
Mid Week Geology Club in Yorkshire
http://mwggyorkshire.webspace.virginmedi
a.com
Mole Valley Geological Society (LG)
www.mvgs.org.uk
Sept 10 The geology of North Devon – Prof
John Cosgrove
Sept 17-29 Field trip to North Devon – Prof
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John Cosgrove
Oct 8 AGM & Dinner
Nov 12 The biggest volcano on Earth – Dr
Julie Prytulak
Newbury Geological Study Group
www.ngsg.org.uk

Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society
http://norfolkminandlapsoc.homestead.co
m/
North Eastern Geological Society
www.northeast-geolsoc.50megs.com
North Staffordshire Group of the
Geologists Association (LG)
Nov 14 Exhibition at Potteries Museum and
Art Gallery.
Nov 19 The Wolverson Cope annual lecture:
William Smith – Hugh Torrens.
www.esci.keele.ac.uk/nsgga/
Open University Geological Society
www.ougs.org
Oxford Geology Group (LG)
www.oxgg.org.uk
Reading Geological Society (LG)
www.readinggeology.org.uk
Sept 7 Lecture for Suffolk field meeting:
Prof Philip Gibbard
Sept 18-21 Sept Weekend East Anglia Part 2
– Suffolk – Prof Peter Worsley
Oct 5 Meteorite Impacts – Dr Paul Olver
Oct 18 Field meeting: Blaise Castle, Bristol
Carboniferous limestone and environmental
features – RGS
Nov 2 Cretaceous Climate: using ancient
leaves and sediments to evaluate climate
models – Dr Helen Craggs
Nov 15 Field meeting: Shorncote Quarry
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall
www.rgsc.org.uk
The Russell Society
www.russellsoc.org
Shropshire Geological Society
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society
www.sotonminfoss.org.uk
Stamford and District Geological Society
www.stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk
Teme Valley Geological Society
www.geo-village.eu
Sept 14 The East Malvern Fault to Church
Stretton -David Green
Oct 2/3/4 Symposium15 Geology in the
Marches, Murchison to the Modern Era
(Ludlow)
Nov 16 Mining the Heritage - Graham
Worton
Ussher Society
www.ussher.org.uk
Warwickshire Geological Conservation
Group
www.wgcg.co.uk
Welsh Stone Forum
https://www.museumwales.ac.uk/geology/
welshstoneforum/about-the-welsh-stoneforum/
Westmorland Geological Society
www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk
West of England Group of the Geologists’
Association (LG)
www.wega.org.uk
West Sussex Geological Society (LG)
www.wsgs.org.uk
Sept 18 Does the Earth move for you? – Dr
Rebecca Bell
Sept 19 Field meeting: Worthing in
Transition – Alan Bell & John Lonergan

Sept 22 Field meeting: Worthing Town Trail
– John Lonergan
Oct 16 Structure under S. England – Dr
Richard Ghail
Nov 20 Active fault in Indonesia Myanmar –
Dr Ian Watkinson
Winchester Geology Society
https://sites.google.com/site/winchesterge
ologysociety/
The Woolhope, Hereford
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk
Yorkshire Geological Society
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk
Sept 10-13 Symposium: The Chalk of the
Northern Province: its regional context
Oct 31- Nov 1 William Smith Map

Bicentenary Meeting
Nov 14 joint meeting with Leeds
Geological Association
SPECIAL EVENTS

Yorkshire Geological Society
Symposium: The Chalk of the
Northern Province: its regional
context
September 10-13
Speakers include: Professor Felix M.
Gradstein (Natural History Museum,
University of Oslo); Professor Rory
Mortimore (ChalkRock Limited,
Lewes, UK); Dr Christopher Jeans
(Department of Geography,
University of Cambridge); Dr Haydon
Bailey (President, Geologists’
Association)
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk
Yorkshire Philosophical Society
Walk-on Pebble Mosaic
September 29
To celebrate the bicentenary of
William Smith’s 1815 Map the YPS is
pleased to be organising the
Geological Map Project representing
the Yorkshire section of William
Smith's 1815 map. The map will be
4m square, in the form of a pebble
mosaic. The pebbles have been
chosen to represent the colours used
by Smith, not the actual stones, but
boulder-sized pieces of the real rocks
that will be placed in the adjacent
flower borders.
At 6pm the event will commence at
the map in the Museum Gardens,
York and will be followed in the
adjacent Yorkshire Museum by an
opportunity to view the Yorkshire
Museum's own copy of the original
map and associated displays.
7.30 lecture: Back to the Future of
William Smith’s map – meeting
modern needs for geological
knowledge – Dr Andy Howard,
Science Director, BGS
http://www.ypsyork.org/groups/gard
ens-group/geological-map-project/

The Geology of the Marches
Murchison to the Modern Era
Ludlow, Shropshire Friday 2-Sunday
4 October
A wide ranging symposium, open to
all with self-guided Ludlow geology
trails, Museum Resource Centre
workshops, Keynote lectures,
Discussion groups, Displays, Museum
tour, Symposium dinner and Choice
of guided field trips.
Keynote Lectures:
Emeritus Professor Martin Rudwick:
(Cambridge) The King of Siluria—how
the Marches became known to
geologists everywhere
Dr Alex Liu (Bristol): Pits, Mounds &
Animal Evolution, what we have
learned from the Ediacaran Rocks of
Shropshire
Emeritus Professor David Siveter
(Leicester): Sensational soft-bodied
fossils from 425Ma volcanic ash-The
Herefordshire Lagerstatte
Further information, booking forms,
full programme and charges:
www.geo-symposium.eu Email: Paul
paulolver@hotmail.com Phone:
David 01886 888398
Stevenage Museum for Earth
Science Week
Two Walks at 11am October 14 and
Sunday 18 October at 2.30 pm
Margaret Selby, and Nikki Edwards
shall be leading a couple of ‘Eric
Robinson’ building stones walk
through Stevenage town centre at a
Please book through Stevenage
Museum 01438 218881
museum@stevenage.gov.uk £3
adults and £2 concessions.
Geo-East
Chalk of the Eastern Counties;
Geology, Landscape and Man
28 November
One day conference which will be taking
place in the Science Lecture Theatre at Hills
Road 6th Form College, Hills Road,
Cambridge CB2 8PE. Cost £25. Contact
Naomi.Stevenson@naturalengland.org.uk
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Field Meeting Report: Covehurst Bay to Fairlight Cove, Hastings

July 20th, 2014

By: Ed Jarzembowski, Peter Austen & Ken Brooks

In the second of three field trips covering the 8km Hastings
coastal section, some 26 members and guests assembled at
10:30 in the car park of the Hastings Country Park Nature
Reserve on a warm, cloudy day. Regular GA members were
joined by members of the local Hastings & District Geological
Society. This excursion was to traverse a 3km section East

examining the lower part of the Ashdown Formation, which
includes the plant-bearing ‘Fairlight Clays’. After an
introduction to the geology and fossils of the area (Figure 1;
Austen et al. 2014), the party carefully walked down the
atmospheric Fairlight Glen over sandstones of the lower
Wadhurst Clay on to the Ashdown Formation. On the beach,
Lower Wealden fossils and lithologies were readily found
including Tilgate and Cyrena stones, Bone Bed, plant debris
beds, and an uncommon ironstone with a small beetle elytron
and non-marine ostracods.
The party then headed east along the shore to Warren Glen
where examples of the common Wealden fern Onychiopsis
psilotoides (Brooks 2014, p. 32, pl. 15) were collected from a
landslip of grey mudstone together with examples of the
much rarer fern Ruffordia goeppertii (Austen & Batten 2011,
p. 611, text-fig. 32.3F–G). En route were seen ferruginous
sandy river channels in the Ashdown Formation, some with
abundant plant fragments, and displaying current bedding,
ripples, sedimentary deformation and brecciation, and
Liesegang rings (Figures 2 & 3). Also seen was evidence of

Figure 1. Pete and Joyce Austen explaining the
geology. (Photo: EJ)
from Fairlight Glen to the West end of Fairlight Cove (the
finishing point of last year’s field trip: Austen et al. 2014),

Figure 3. Large Liesegang rings in Ashdown
sandstone, Warren Glen. Scale bar 10cm. (Photo: PA)

Figure 2. Liesegang rings in Ashdown sandstone
pebble on storm beach, Goldbury Point (adjacent sea
heart 4.5cm across; this Caribbean seed shows how
far some plants can travel by sea). (Photo: EJ)
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emergence on the Wealden floodplain including purplemottled mudstone and lycopod? rootlets in sandstone. A
theropod dinosaur foot cast was noted on an upturned, fallen
block of sandstone as well as Beaconites barretti burrows.
Further east, winter storms had eroded the Lee Ness
Sandstone and various ornithopod Iguanodontipus burreyi
tracks were seen (Parkes 1993; Pollard & Radley 2011)
ending in dinoturbation just before Goldbury Point.
Occasional theropod foot casts were also seen and one series
of blocks displayed a track way of five small-medium size I.
burreyi casts, together with the first recorded sauropod ones
from the Hastings section (Figure 4 - note crescentic
handprint). A sauropod footprint top was spotted on the
foreshore as the tide turned (Figure 5). Promptly rounding
the point, the party assembled at the foot of the Fairlight
Landslip and then ascended the low cliff to Fairlight village for
transport home.
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Figure 4 Upturned base of Lee Ness Sandstone with
ornithopod and sauropod (circled) tracks.
Scale bar 0.5m. (Photo: EJ)
Our thanks to Stu Pond, John Pollard and Jon Radley for
commenting on the sauropod prints and Fred Clouter for help
with imaging.
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Field Meeting Report: Oxfordshire Geological Highlights

20th June, 2015

Led By: Mike Howgate
Sixteen members and friends turned up at 10.30 where
parking had been arranged in the Car Park of the Parish Hall
at the Oxfordshire village of Stonesfield (O.S.Ref. SP 394
171). This was our first highlight, as the village of Stonesfield
is famous the world over as the discovery site of the first
dinosaur ever to be described. We started our visit at the
church of Saint James the Great which contains a small
display on ‘Stonesfield Slate’. The ‘slate’, of course, is not true
slate which is a metamorphic rock with induced cleavage
planes; rather it is a finely bedded calcareous sandstone
which splits along the bedding planes. Of Middle Jurassic
(Bathonian) age the ‘Stonesfield Slate’ bed is a sandy facies
of the Taynton Limestone Formation which is confined to the
immediate vicinity of the village of Stonesfield and, the
mining of which, provided a much needed additional source
of income for the villagers from the late seventeenth century
Figure 2: Descending the mine on the ‘fixed’ ladder
provide a snapshot of both marine and terrestrial life of 170
million years ago. The most common fossils are casts of the
marine bivalve Trigonia impressa. Ammonites are relatively
uncommon and nearly always compressed. Shark and
Crocodile teeth turn up occasionally but by far the most
important fossils are the rare bones of Pterosaurs, Dinosaurs
and Mesozoic mammals. The lower jaw of the first dinosaur
to be described, Megalosaurus bucklandi, was purchased
from a Stonesfield Slate miner, described by Professor
William Buckland and is now on display in the Oxford
University Museum of Natural History. It features prominently
in just about every book on Dinosaurs ever produced. The
sale of such fossils to visiting geologists and collectors

Figure 1: The entrance to the Mine Shaft in Mr.
Warr’s garden looking for all the world like an
outside loo.
to the early twentieth century.
The rock from which the slates are produced is dug from
shallow mines, one of which is in the garden of Mr. Simon
Warr, and which some of us descended (Figure 1). What the
miners were looking for were flattish nodules or more
continuous thin seams of tough calcareous sandstone which
they called Pendle. The mining was a seasonal activity which
started after the harvest was in. The excavated blocks were
brought to the surface where they would be covered with
vegetation so that they did not dry out. Then, when a sharp
frost was expected, the blocks would be uncovered so that
they could be ‘frosted’ which split the stone along the more
pervious bedding plane layers. The slabs produced could then
be shaped into roofing slates of different sizes as can be seen
on the roof of the church porch. The ‘slates’ were used
throughout Oxfordshire for centuries, the last mine being
kept open as late as 1911 to provide roofing slates for the
Blenheim Estate.
Stonesfield Slate is world famous for its fossils which
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Figure 3: One of the radiating passages 50 feet
below ground level.
provided a very lucrative source of additional income to the
miners who found them.
We had the opportunity to descend one of the Stonesfield
Slate mines (Figure 2) by kind permission of Mr. Simon Warr
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(Figure 4) who has a mine shaft with a
blacksmith. Unfortunately the cottage
fixed ladder in his back garden.
no longer exists but earlier this year
Professor Hugh Torrens unveiled a
Many of the old cottages in the village
plaque (Figure 5) to Smith on the site
and the surrounding farms have similar
of the cottage to commemorate the
shafts or horizontal adits cut into the
200th anniversary of the publication of
hillside. One cottage owner discovered
Smith’s geological map of ‘England,
his mine shaft when a small digger
Wales and a part of Scotland’. Smith
clearing ground for a conservatory
attended the village school until the
nearly
disappeared
down
it.
age of 11 and must have been of an
[Remember, if you wish to descend
academic disposition because he
one of these shafts, that they are
obtained books on geometry and
about
50 feet deep and going
mathematics and taught himself
down is easy compared to climbing
enough of both to be taken on by a
back up and getting out at the top.
land surveyor in nearby Stow-on-theIt is also essential to bring along a
Wold when he was 18.
hard hat with a chinstrap and a
torch on a lanyard.]
Smith’s father died when he was six
and his mother re-married a few years
The first fifteen feet of the almost
later. His step-father ran the Chequers
circular shaft is lined with blocks of
Inn so he almost certainly lived here
limestone to prevent the shaft caving in
and probably drank many a pint here
as it passes through the soft Hampen
Figure 4: Collyweston slate miner
Marly Beds. Below this the shaft is cut David Ellis leads the way in traditional as well, so it was appropriate that this
fashion
was our lunch stop. It was also in
through the Taynton Stone which is
Churchill that Smith developed his
composed of thick oolitic limestone beds with thin marly
seams between them. Some of the limestone beds exhibiting interest in fossils and we know that he collected specimens of
pronounced false bedding. Even in dry weather this part of the large irregular echinoderm Clypeus ploti which can be
the shaft is damp and often dripping with water even though found locally. After four years mainly working on enclosure
we are well above the Water Table. At the bottom of the shaft maps he was sent to Somerset where he worked on an estate
passages radiate (Figure 3) in all directions and pillars of the which included several coal mines. As a result he then found
waste material can be seen holding up the roof. After work with the Somerset Coal Canal Company and the rest, as
they say, is history.
thanking Mr. Warr who
provided the party with
After lunching and visiting
refreshments we returned to
the newly unveiled plaque
the church.
we went to see the memorial
erected
in
1891
to
From
here
we
then
commemorate
William
proceeded
south
along
Smiths’
contribution
to
Church
Street,
which
geology. It is composed of
becomes a classic sunken
blocks of what is sometimes
track (called Brook Lane) as
called ‘silicified’ Chipping
it descends to the valley of
Norton Limestone. However,
the River Evenload. On the
although it is very tough, it
left as we began to descend
is just a very well cemented
is an information panel
limestone which has been
placed
there
by
the
eroded in a karst-like way
Oxfordshire Geology Trust
producing a very pitted and
who
also
produce
a
deeply corroded surface. In
laminated ‘Stonesfield Trail’
the
early
1720’s
the
leaflet in their ‘Secrets in the
Landscape’ series. Further
Figure 5: The 2015 memorial plaque to William Smith antiquarian and pioneering
archaeologist
William
on the site of his birthplace in Churchill
down on the right is a good
Stukeley described similar
exposure on the Taynton
Stone showing the impersistance of the alternating soft and blocks, which comprise the Rollright Stones, as “corroded like
hard strata. On reaching the flood plain of the Evenload we worm-eaten wood by the harsh jaws of time”. Not a bad
turned right and ascended a dry valley called ‘Stockey description as it turns out.
Bottom’. Along the top of the western side of the valley are
Finally we visited a small display about the life of William
piles of waste material from the Stonesfield Slate mines Smith in the Churchill and Sarsden Heritage Centre. This has
where a few minutes of careful searching revealed many recently been augmented by material provided by the Oxford
specimens of the commoner fossils.
University Museum of Natural History and more material is
Our second highlight was the village of Churchill, the expected. The volunteer staff at the Heritage Centre were
birthplace of William Smith the father of stratigraphy who kind enough to keep it open for an extra half hour and answer
published the first countrywide geological map in the world all of our many questions. For which I offer them the heartfelt
two hundred years ago. Smith was born in Spring Cottage on thanks of the entire party.
the 32rd. of March 1769, the first born son of the village
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Geolab Report:

East Sussex

22nd March 2015

Leaders: Paul Grant, Mick de Pomeroi & Andy Cosham

Report: Nikki Edwards

Figure 1: Paul explaining the rock cycle
Geolab got off to a flying start on Sunday March 22nd at the
Exceat Centre, Seven Sisters Country Park, East Sussex. We
hadn’t expected to be so snugly squeezed into a converted
turkey barn (!), but 24 adults and six children soon settled
down to sort and identify rocks and minerals. Guided by Paul
Grant and Mick de Pomeroi of the Earth Science Education
Unit, results of experiments such as porosity measurements
and changing pH with chalk rock were exchanged and
explained. Fossil formation was carefully demonstrated with
some impressive specimens borrowed from Kingston
University by Paul, including excellent fossils from the Chalk.
Mick gave a presentation of the geological history of the
area. (Thank you Rory Mortimore for use of some of your
images!)
Paul then explained the two demonstrations of sea level
changes
and
the
water
cycle
taken
from
www.earthlearningidea.com , that were set up at the start of
the morning.

Figure 2: looking down a solution hole...
After lunch we made our way to Seaford Head, where Andy
Cosham explained the landscape before leading us to Hope
Gap.
Thank you very much to John Lonergan, Betty and Andy
Steel and Andy Cosham of the West Sussex Geological
Society for helping to organise the event.
Several people e-mailed their thanks for the day, including
Trevor, who said: “Had to write and say how much I enjoyed
the Geolab on Sunday. Although familiar with the area I
learnt a lot and feel sure that others will have been inspired
to take their study of Geology further. Thanks to all whose
efforts made the event possible”.

Figure 3: Budding geologists at Hope Gap
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Geolab in the brainchild of our
president, Haydon Bailey. The aims
are to introduce geology to the
general public, and to explain the
geological history of where they live.
The GA organises experienced
trainers to hold a talk and workshop
session in the morning to ensure that
the scene is set for local experts to
lead a field trip in the afternoon.
The local GA group hosts the day,
supported by the GA. The modest sum
of £5 is requested when each adult
reserves their place, and the GA will
reimburse any shortfall in expenses.
The GA pays for the trainers.
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RockWatch News

Report & Photos: Susan Brown

doubtless form the basis of
Rockwatch, the junior
many
a
young
club of the GA, has had a
Rockwatcher’s collection
great start to its early
and many splendid corals,
summer activities and with
bryozoans, bivalves and
future trips assured looks
gastropods
were
also
ready to have a bumper
collected.
field season for the rest of
the summer. We had a
This report goes to press
splendid day at Tegg’s Nose
before a number of future
Country Park just outside
field trips and public events
Macclesfield in Cheshire.
we
have
planned
This was a joint event
throughout the summer
between Rockwatch and
take place so I shall report
Tegg’s Nose Country Park.
on those in the next issue
Park Ranger Martin James
of the magazine. Later in
had ensured that publicity
July we’ll have our annual
for the event encouraged a
South Wales weekend with
lot of members of the
Steve Howe where we’ll be
Figure 1: Martin explaining the geology at Tegg's Nose
public to join us, most of
on
the
Pembrokeshire
whom knew little geology, but who
Coast, a first for Rockwatch. Our annual
seemed fascinated to discover something
residential course in Dorset takes place
of the geological history of the area. This
at the end of the month. This is a great
was helped by using the Geology Trail
Rockwatch favourite and the children
leaflet funded some time ago by the GA’s
gain so much being away for a week
Curry Fund and by Kate Riddington, a
meeting others with similar interests.
local geologist who wrote the trail and
This year our theme is ‘Fossils in the
who really brought the geology of the
service of Science’. We have two
area to life during the walk. Needless to
museum Family Days during August and
say we had many of our Rockwatch
a visit to Brookwood Cemetery.
members and families joining us for the
Sidmouth Science Festival and the GA’s
day. We ran a series of Rockwatch handsFestival of Geology complete the public
on activities in the Visitor Centre after
events for the year. We are still waiting
the walk for visitors to the Park and
for confirmation for three more field trips
those who had already spent the
during the early autumn which will be
morning with us. We were very lucky to
reported on in due course.
Figure 2: Volunteers at Teggs Nose
have
help
with
the
As
ever,
we
are
activities from Rockwatch
extremely grateful for the
members, to whom we are
time and expertise given
most grateful.
by so many colleagues to
Our most recent field trip
was to Lea Quarry near
Much Wenlock led by Eddie
Bailey. It was our 3rd or
4th visit with Eddie and yet
again a gorgeous day. The
youngsters
and
their
parents found lots of fossils
including
a
superb
pygidium
section
of
Dalmanites, with lots of
trilobite spines and many
small pieces of their
exoskeleton moult stages.
Hundreds of brachiopods
were picked up, which will

ensure that our young
Rockwatch (RW) members
get the very best of
geological
experiences
from regular participation
on our many and varied
field trips. We are also
grateful for the help we get
from
colleagues
and
Rockwatch members and
their families at our many
public events throughout
the country. They are our
very best ambassadors!
Figure 3: Lunch at Lea Quarry
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Curry Fund Report

Susan Brown

At our July Curry Fund meeting we received three new
applications. The Charnia Research Group requested a grant
of £500 for moulding and casting resources for a range of
recently discovered Charnian fossils from Bradgate Park and
surrounding areas in Leicestershire and they were offered a
grant of £500 for this. A request for a grant of £129.99 from
Hazel Gibson to fund the cost of the Social Science Group
website for a year was refused. Whilst the Committee was
sympathetic to the broad aims of this new website and the
very mixed range of interdisciplinary researchers it plans to
support, it was emphasised that the primary object of
Geologists’ Association and its grant awarding committee was
geared towards informing, educating and helping the wider
public to enjoy geology. This is supported by a number of
aims including geological conservation and geological
publications. GeoEast was offered a loan of £650 repayable
within two years, towards the cost of its first public
conference. This will be held at Hills Road Sixth Form College
in Cambridge on 28th November with the aim of increasing
public awareness of the importance of geoconservation and
encouraging local geoconservation initiatives. GeoEast is the
umbrella group for amateur geological societies from

Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk
and Peterborough and has close ties with Suffolk.
There were a considerable number of outstanding issues
from previous applications which were cleared and three of
these which resulted in short reports about their projects
appear on pages 30 - 32 of this magazine! I hope you enjoy
reading their reports. The loan awarded to the Oxford
Geology Group towards the cost of its Annual Colloquium in
2013 has been repaid. After the June issue of the magazine
had gone to press and in which I had written my Curry Fund
report of our March meeting, I had an e-mail from Nina
Morgan. She and Philip Powell had applied for a grant at that
meeting, for the book they are producing. For commercial
projects such as this, the Curry Fund only offers interest-free
loans and our offer of such a loan was refused by the
applicants.
We look forward to you applications and I would remind you
that applications need to be in the GA office by 20th of
August and 20th November for the September and December
meetings. Guidelines for applicant and application forms are
available on the GA website.

Curry Fund Recipient: Moray Geology; Past, Present & Future
at the Elgin Museum

Dr Sue Beardsmore

Elgin Museum’s Scottish Government Recognised Collection tetrapod Elginerpeton and the reptile Saltopus that inhabited
of Devonian fish, Permian and Triassic reptile and Permian Moray millions of years ago.
trackway fossils was celebrated on the 21st-22nd March with
The weekend was rounded up with a day visiting local find
the ‘Moray Geology: Past,
sites, such as Cuttie’s Hillock,
Present, Future’ conference.
known
for
rare
reptile
The event was publicised
trackways and fossils of the
across the UK using an award
paraiesaur Elginia mirabilis
from the Curry Fund of the
and dicynodonts Geikia and
Geologists’ Association and
Gordonia. The group also
over 80 people attended to
visited Lossiemouth where
hear experts, such as Prof
fossils
of
Stagonolepis,
Mike Benton (University of
B r a c h y r h i n o d o n ,
Bristol) and Dr Nick Fraser
Leptopleuron and Saltopus
(Museum
of
Scotland,
were
excavated.
The
Edinburgh), describing their
afternoon was spent on the
research on fossils in the
Moray Coast, looking at
Recognised Collection, recent
reptile
trackways,
and
improvements to storage and
Permian
cross-bedding,
the methods we use to
Models of Devonian Fish to illustrate Dr Beardmore’s ripples and soft sedimentary
visualise fossils. The talks article. Models by Stephen Caine and Dr Paul de structures taken as evidence
were followed by a welcome Buisonje, kindly provided by Bob Davidson.
for a hot, arid, desert
reception at Elgin Museum
environment covered with
providing the opportunity to see permanent geology and sand dunes and occasionally subjected to flash flooding.
palaeontology displays, and a special temporary display Despite the slightly damp conditions on the day the group
including an illustrated Hugh Miller letter, a sketch of the fish remained enthusiastic throughout, providing an enjoyable
Cheirolepis by Lady Eliza Gordon Cumming of Altyre and excursion all round, and a memorable end to an informative
models by Stephen Caine and Dr Paul de Buisonje, kindly weekend of events.
provided by Bob Davidson, of various fish (Mesacanthus,
Elgin Museum (www.elginmuseum.org.uk) is open Mon-Fri
Coccosteus, Osteolepis, Dipterus, Diplacanthus), the early 10am-5pm and Sat 11am-4pm.
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Curry Fund Recipient: Fossil Fun; Methodist College Belfast

Karen Parks

We have purchased a set of fossil moulds and a Fossil College. The pupils really enjoyed the opportunity to engage
rubbing set from Geoed with the help of a grant from the with the public and as the Ulster Museum is free to the public
Curry Fund of the Geologists’ Association. These have been this was a popular and busy event with over 2,000 people
used in a wide range of locations such as the Ulster Museum, visiting the museum on the Saturday. The fossil moulds were
Marble Arch Geopark, County Fermanagh and Stormont in very popular with both the volunteers and the visitors and we
Belfast.
also were able to link these to some of the exhibits that are
They are also regularly used in class when teaching the used for handling in the Ulster Museum provided by Dr Mike
fossil topics in GCSE and A level Geology. We also have a Simms. The volunteers on this day were mainly my AS
Geology Society so we would have a few sessions on fossils Geology students and some of their friends that attend the
and this gives pupils who don’t do Geology an opportunity to Geology Society. This provides a work experience opportunity
get involved with a few different activities. I have access via for some of the students who may wish to study Geology at
the Belfast Play Resource Centre to very cheap Plaster of university. The pupils in the current AS Geology class will be
Paris or Casting powder and the moulds have created hours actively encouraged to continue with this sort of outreach
of fun and information for a very diverse range of people. work and we are booked in with a number of the local primary
schools to spend a morning on
Open nights for prospective new
handling real fossils linked to the
pupils at school also give me another
moulds. After they have completed
opportunity to use the moulds and
their exams in June. The primary
advertise the potential that these can
school pupils will be able to make
provided for learning about fossils.
their own fossils and the trilobite and
Below are a few examples of where
ammonite moulds (Figure 1) are
we have used the moulds and rubbing
usually the most popular.
sets.
The moulds are very durable and
Fossil Fun day in the Marble
are
easily stored in a large plastic box
arch Caves May Bank Holiday
and
once the initial outlay for the
Monday - We went to help out with
moulds
has been covered they are
this event and the kids had a great
relatively
cheap to use as long as the
day making fossils and doing Fossil
casting
powder
is purchased at a
rubbings. There are also a lot of
reasonable
price.
We can recycle he
fossils e.g. Goniatites and compound
plastic
pots
once
the
Plaster of Paris
corals in the internal and external
has
dried
out
and
get
these from a
walls of the centre so some of the
recycling
centre
at
the
Play
Resource
older kids and interested adults were
Centre.
The
moulds
are
usually
rinsed
Figure
1:
Fossil
moulds...
able to find these and link them up to
out
after
an
intensive
day’s
use.
some of the fossils that they had
The fossil rubbing set consists of a set of low relief replicas
made. The fossil moulds were mainly linked to the typical
that
have been chosen to make good images. The younger
Carboniferous fossils that can be found in County Fermanagh.
children
used a range of wax crayon and thin paper for best
Marble Arch Caves - with the help of the GSNI Landscape
results.
The
sparkly crayons were very popular.
Geologist, Dr Kirstin Lemon had already purchased some
The moulds have also been used by local children and after
fossil moulds and have developed excellent resources for all
ages of school pupils. As we have over 60 moulds we were schools projects and can be adapted for all ages. Even
able to supplement their resources and enjoyed the nursery school children can make the fossils with a bit more
hospitality of the centre but also shared our expertise and supervision. The use of food colour, glitter pens and nail
knowledge about the fossils. It provides a good opportunity varnish have allowed little bit of imaginative and creative
for young GCSE and A level geology pupils to engage in decoration to the fossils and even my daughter’s primary
effective scientific communication and outreach with both school teachers have had fossils made for them!
adults and children.
The funding for these came from the Geologists’
The fossil rubbing activities were popular with the younger Association via an application to The Curry Fund. I have really
visitors along with the dinosaur and fossil activity sheets. appreciated their help and support for this.
Some children were very creative with their ideas. The fossil
The fossil moulds and fossil rubbing kit came from a
moulds were very successful and they included company called GeoEd.
lepidodendron, goniatites, crinoids and trilobites.
They were able to advise me on a suitable range but my
Earth Science Fun day in the Ulster Museum - As part favourite is lepidodendron because we can find these as real
of the Earth Science week in October 2014 we were asked to fossils in Colliery Bay where my GCSE Geology classes go for
set up a series of activities linked to Geology. These included their Fieldwork.
making volcanoes and the earthquake party popper ideas
that are advertised on the earthlearnigidea website and are
http://www.geoed.co.uk/index.cgi?pageselect=homepage
used by both Geology and Geography classes in Methodist
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Quarrying Industry in Wales - a history
By: Ian A Thomas Published by the National Stone Centre 2015. ISBN 9781871827385

Review by: Susan Brown

At the outset, it should be pointed out that the book’s remit
specifically excluded slate quarrying nor does it really spend
much time on building stone (the Welsh Stone Forum is
currently researching this). It’s a bi-lingual publication which
does double its size. However, the A4
format allows plenty of scope for superb
photographs to illustrate the text, which,
especially for the layperson, add greatly to
the book’s appeal; the photographs are
stunning.
There’s a useful introductory section
including health and safety, planning
control, basic statistics, location and a good
historical overview setting the context as
well as the history of the quarrying industry
in Wales. For the purposes of this book,
Wales is divided into eleven stone
quarrying areas highlighted on a fold-out
geological map on the inside front cover,
with a small more detailed map at the
beginning of each section. As far as
practicable, sections follow the same
format covering the geographic area, geological setting,
history and suggestions for finding out more for those who
wish to follow up with more detailed information. Within the
historical sections, which vary in length and content
depending on the area, there may be reports on specific sites
or companies who worked those quarries, or themes

illustrating key concepts relevant to the area, in fact quite a
variety keeping the reader fascinated at all stages.
I found it an interesting read full of a range of information
on all aspects of the quarrying industry in Wales covering in
some detail the past 250 years, but
interspersed with vignettes going back to
Roman times and occasionally beyond. I
am not a quarrying expert, but as an
interested layperson who has led, and been
a participant on, many geological field
visits to Wales I found this a fascinating
read and have been delighted with the
breadth of information between its covers.
I can’t say whether or not it reports on the
most interesting, the most commercially
important, or even all the quarries that
make up the amazing history of the
industry in Wales. But, I can say that I
found it a good read, full of interesting
information
and
lots
of
superb
photographs. For others who have enjoyed
excursions through the Welsh countryside
and for those who have yet to discover it, buy this book and
find out more. I vouch you will not be disappointed, and then
go and visit and see for yourselves.
Copies available from the National Stone Centre price
£19.50 incs. p&p.

New Geology Exhibition at Powysland Museum
By: Eva Bredsdorff, Senior Museum Curator, Powysland Museum

Thanks to a generous grant from The Curry Fund (The regarding the division between the Cambrian and Silurian
Geologists’ Association) it has been possible to add a geology rocks in the Welshpool area. Murchison believed the local
aspect to the permanent exhibition at Powysland Museum in rocks to be Upper and Lower Silurian without a break
Welshpool. The new display is placed at the
between them and lying on top of the
beginning of the museum’s archaeology
Cambrian rocks. Sedgwick insisted that the
gallery and includes an explanation and
lower Silurian rocks were in fact the upper
reconstruction of the geology of Welshpool as
part of the Cambrian rocks with a clear break
well as a painted diorama showing a
between these rocks and the Silurian rocks.
reconstruction of the palaeoenvironment of
Lapworth, with the help of Morgan and his
the town’s famous Ordovician site known as
discoveries, showed that there were in fact
the Trilobite Dingle.
The exhibition was
three periods of rocks: Cambrian: including
researched, created and curated by Dr.Sara
the lower and middle Cambrian rocks agreed
Metcalf, one of the museum’s former
on by all; Ordovician: a new period being
education and access officers.
Sedgwick’s Upper Cambrian rocks and
Murchison’s Lower Silurian rocks; and finally
The new exhibition also displays a historically
the Silurian including Murchison’s Upper
and locally interesting set of fossils from the
Silurian rocks.
Ordovician and Silurian periods, which were
collected by local geologist and a former
Joseph Bickerton Morgan’s specimens were
curator of the museum, Joseph Bickerton
originally housed at the old Powysland
Figure 1: Rayonnoceras Museum on Salop Road, but were removed to
Morgan. Showcasing Morgan’s life and fossils
solidiforme
gives the museum an opportunity to tell of
Amgueddfa Cymru - National Museum Wales
how this young, local geologist helped Charles Lapworth in 1962. However, twenty-two of these local Ordovician and
solve one of the greatest disputes of the nineteenth century: Silurian specimens have now been returned to the Powysland
the argument between Murchison and Adam Sedgwick Museum for permanent display. Continued on p. 34.
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Geologists' Association

New Geology
Photographic Competition 2015
Please note the closing date of Friday 25 September 2015
A great opportunity for imaginative photography! Geology is all around us
impacting on our daily lives. It's in our shopping baskets, our homes and our
streets as well as on mountains, volcanoes, beaches and quarries.

Anyone can enter and your pictures may have
been taken at any time.
Send us your chosen photographs (up to 3) on any geological topic. These
will be put on display at the Festival of Geology, University College London
on 7 November 2015.

First Prize £100, Second Prize £50, 3rd Prize £25

The opportunity to have your picture in
the GA Calendar!
Your entries will also be considered for inclusion in the new
improved 2016 GA Calendar which this year will be on sale at
the Festival and may be published in the Geologists'
Association magazine and used for publicising and promoting
the work of the Association (full credit will be given).

An entry form can be found on the back of the address label that came
with this magazine. Entry forms are also available on the GA website
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk
or by telephoning the GA office on 020 7434 9298.
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A case of microscope slides and two additional Morgan
specimens, which were already in the museum’s own
collection have also been added.
The fossils selected include specimens that are
internationally known from the Caradoc of the Welshpool area
specifically the trinucleid trilobite, Salterolithus caractaci
(described by Roderick Murchison from the town) and largeeyed asaphid trilobite, Parabasilicus powisii. The latter named
for the location Powis Castle and its illustrious owners, the
Earls of Powis.
Another fantastic specimen still in the
museum’s collection was donated by the 5th
Earl in 1874 (one of the Museum’s founding
fathers). It is a giant (1.2m) orthoconic nautiloid
Figure 1), which was recently discovered to have
been found at Treflach in Shropshire, meaning
that it is probably from the Visean rather than
the local Ordovician/Silurian. Previously it was
thought to have been purchased by the Earl
from abroad. This important and undescribed
specimen compliments some of Morgan’s more
modest orthocones recovered from the Wenlock
shales of nearby Buttington. It has been
identified by Dr Kenneth de Baets of Bristol
University as Rayonnoceras solidiforme. The
grant from The Curry Fund has enabled the
museum to commission a model of this

specimen as it would have looked when alive, which brings
the fossil to life for visitors.
To complement the displays the museum has also devised
two educational resources covering Fossils and Dinosaurs and
Rocks and Materials, these handling collections are available
for both schools, third age groups and residential and care
homes, where experience has shown that fossils are a most
welcome topic for the elderly residents, who enjoy the tactile
experience as well as the story behind the fossils.

Peace and tranquillity disrupted in World Heritage Site

A temporary halt to the peace and tranquillity arrived in the
tiny hamlet of Kimmeridge nestling in the rolling limestone
hills of the Jurassic Coast World Heritage site at the beginning
of July. Dorset coast residents of the sleepy village were
awakened by the thumping sound of a pile driver hammering
5 metre long steel piles into the ground. It is all in a good
cause though. For this is the site of England’s very first
museum dedicated to Jurassic palaeontology. The Etches
Collection, a museum and village hall, part funded by the
Heritage Lottery Fund is now under construction.
It has been a long time in development. For the last 35
years Steve Etches MBE has been collecting fossils from the
coast at between St Aldhelm’s Head and Brandy Bay. All of
Steve’s efforts have been directed at the Kimmeridge Clay
Formation, and he has built up the largest collection of KC
fossils anywhere. But Steve never wanted his collection to
end up scattered through the drawers of the Natural History
Museum in London. So to avoid his collection sinking into
obscurity he formed a Trust to oversee the maintenance of
the collection. Steve now works for that trust and is very busy
preparing the collection for exhibition. The planned opening
date for the museum is early summer 2016, and there is still
much to do. The new construction process being employed
will allow the exhibition team to start their work while the
building is still being built on the outside, and everyone is
optimistic that the opening date will be achieved. Very soon
the geothermal heating system will go in, and the building
will be very nearly carbon neutral once the solar panel are in
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place. Besides the exhibitions displaying the delights of the
collection, and there are many, there will be a new
palaeontology preparation lab, and facilities for scientific
meetings.
In the meanwhile, Steve is still collecting on the coast, and
expanding the collection. At the rate he is going an extension
will be needed before the paint is dry.
Find out more about the Etches Collection at
http://www.theetchescollection.org/home.

Figure 1. Construction work begins on the Etches
Collection; Kimmeridge, Dorset. This will be England’s
very first museum dedicated to palaeontology.
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Saturday 7th November 2015
ENTR
RANCE FREE !

10.3
30 am — 4.30 pm
University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT

Graham Bull
G

Exh
hibitors from the World of Geology

Fossil and mineral displays, stonecraft, books, maps,
geological equipment, jewelleryy,, beads, Building Stones
walkk around UCL with Ruth Siddall, Tours of the UCLL Earth
Scien
nce Laboratories, Poetry and Geology and more...

Disscovery Room

Rock
kwatch with activities for children of all ages with
fossiils, racing trilobites, Jurassic dioramas and more....

Michael Ridd

Ge
eological T
Talks
alks
Mike
e Searle: Geological evolution of the Himalaya 50 m
million years of mountain building and earthquakes
Iain Stewart: Earthquakes: life and death on the
faullt line
Stev
ve Jones: The past revealed by the present;
hum
man evolution studied with fossils and genes
Paul Upchurch: New perspectives on the death of
the dinosaurs and end-Cretaceous mass extinction

Jon Noad

Wa
alks and Field Trips -

8th November

Sarssens in the Medway – Geoff Downer
Building Walk
Walk in the City – Diana Smith
Devo
onshire Marbles in South Kensington – Gordon Walkden
Crysstal Palace Geological IllustrationV – Joe Cain

